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SUMMARY

The foetal electrocardiogram (FECG) is one of the few signals that flow from
the foetus to the outside world. It can be obtained with abdominal-, intra uterineor scalp electrodes. Its detectability is hampered by the small signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
The purpose of this study is the analytical and quantitative description
of the detection and the processing of foetal electrocardiograms in order to
prepare a subsequent signal transformation, the interpretation and the patient
treatment.
It also is an example of the processing of a complex biological signal.
1. A general introduction into the subject is provided. Some aspects relevant
to the processing of biological signals are considered: a priori information,
disturbance and variability, parameter estimation and interpretation and
treatment or action after the signal processing. Basic signal processing
methods, that stem from statistical communication theory and time series
analysis used in this study are briefly treated: convolution, smoothing,
correlation, matched filtering, Fourier transformation, power spectrum
estimation, detection and coherent averaging.
2. The foetal heart is considered as a signal source. A first approximation
model of the foetal heart and its surrounding tissues is given and related to
communication theory where a transmitter, a channel and a receiver can be
identified. Lead systems for the recording of the foetal ECG are discussed.
3. The different elements are described out of which the recorded signal is
composed — the maternal and the foetal ECG, the additive and the modulating noise. The signal is analysed with respect to its frequency, time and amplitude aspects and other statistical properties to gather general a priori
information about the signal.
4. An on-line method is described by which the foetal heart rate can be computed instantaneously, starting from signals with visible foetal ECG complexes amidst noise and maternal ECG. The procedure uses threshold detec-
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tion after band pass filtering and utilizes the statistical properties of the
series of foetal RR-intervals by comparing subsequent intervals. A flow
diagram of the method is discussed and the accuracy of the result is evaluated
approximately by considering the properties of the stochastic processes that
generate the foetal heart beats and the disturbance.
5. The shape of the foetal ECG complex can be computed from abdominal
recordings with the aid of signal detection and estimation techniques. The
foetal ECG complex is detected by optimal filtering and anti-coincidence
circuitry. Coherent averaging is used and an artificial maternal electrocardiogram is constructed. The accuracy of the computed result is given analytically by calculation of the noise variance.
6. When foetal QRS complexes are not visible or are not detectable accurately
enough to compute the instantaneous foetal heart rate, correlation techniques
offer possibilities to overcome this problem. The foetal RR-interval can be
detected after filtering, square law envelope detection and autocorrelation.
To demonstrate the presence of a foetal signal the crosscorrelation function is
computed between the preprocessed abdominal ECG and an artificially constructed maternal signal. An analytical approximation is given of the
variance after processing.
7. Some clinical and physiological aspects are discussed concerning the analytic
methods that have been developed. A further processing of the series of
computed RR-intervals in second order distributions and histograms is
discussed to acquire insight in the short term irregularity of the foetal heart.
A transformation to polar coordinates of the second order interval distribution
corrects for shifts in the absolute values of the RR-intervals. The order of
the series of intervals is tested by comparison with distributions after shuffling.
8. Concerning the processing of the foetal ECG in practice some more detailed
information is given about the preceding chapters in form of block diagrams
and processing schemes. Analog, digital and hybrid methods are used for the
processing. Both general purpose and special purpose computers and instruments have been used and developed. The need to preprocess the signals before
entering the digital computer is stressed.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Description of the subject

This work describes the analytical and quantitative aspects of the detection
and processing of foetal electrocardiograms and their practical realization. The
purpose of such studies is to make available the detailed information on which
clinical interpretation may ultimately be based. Furthermore the work described
here provides a typical example of the possibilities in processing a complex
biological signal.
It is well known that a physiological process may have a complex structure
and function so that extensive detailed information is needed for its understanding. In practice, this fact is responsible for many difficulties since it is rare
that all necessary information can be acquired. This applies also to assessing the
condition of the foetus since here again it is difficult to assemble all necessary
information. The foetal electrocardiogram (FECG) is one of the few signals that
flow from the unborn child to the outside world, and consequently the processing
of FECG's is of great value in seeking insight into the condition of the foetus.
The maximal amplitude of a foetal electrocardiogram, recorded during
pregnancy with abdominal electrodes, is about 10 to 50 microvolts. This magnitude is much smaller than in the typical adult ECG but in some stages of pregnancy the FECG may be much smaller still. In addition all disturbances are
larger than the foetal signal. The detectability of the FECG is therefore
hampered not so much by the small absolute magnitude of the signal but because
of the large relative magnitude of interfering disturbances as well as by the nonstationary nature of both wanted signal and interfering noise.
Although a correct signal recording is very important in obtaining an optimal
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), technical aspects such as shielding, grounding, impedance considerations, electrical isolation of the patient and so on are not
treated in this study, since much about these aspects can be found elsewhere.
A central problem in processing the FECG is the need for improvement of
the existing SNR, in order to permit a subsequent signal transformation, from
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which clinical interpretation and any consequent therapeutic measure can
follow. In this study mainly the physical and technical aspects are treated;
clinical and physiological aspects of the methods that have been developed are
only briefly mentioned.
It is hoped that a quantitative basis has been presented which will facilitate
further research into the correlation between foetal, perinatal or even neonatal
condition of the child and the results of the information processing.
The study starts with a description of some aspects of physiological signals
(chapter 1.2) and ends with basic signal processing methods used in other chapters
(chapter IX). The foetal heart is considered as a signal source and the tissues as a
transmission channel (chapter II); the recorded transducer signal is analysed with
respect to its different components in order to gather a priori information to
guide development of the necessary processing methods (chapter III).
The processing of the FECG consists in the computation of the instantaneous
foetal heart rate (chapter IV), the estimation of the FECG waveshape (chapter
V), the computation of the mean foetal RR-interval from disturbed FECG's
(chapter VI) and the separation of short term irregularities from the basic heart
rate (chapter VII). Some clinical and physiological aspects of the processing are
mentioned in chapter VII; it is tempted that this chapter can be read on its own.
Technical aspects are treated in chapter VIII.

1.2 General considerations with respect to the processing of physiological
signals
The purpose of the processing of physiological signals is generally the reduction
of a redundant transducer output flow to a few parameters that have to be
relevant to the problem to be solved, in order to prepare a subsequent interpretation and (human) action. It means that only those parameters need to be
extracted from the transducer output signal, that give insight into the signal
source or the underlying physiological process.
The processing of the information consists of three stages:
1. the measurement and signal recording.
2. the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal transformation
and data reduction.
3. the recognition, interpretation and decision.
These three phases of the signal handling might be intermingled when attacking
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a specific problem. Ideally, however, the information processing is carried out
in a closed loop, with still a fourth stage added to it:
4. the treatment (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The closed loop, in which the
information processing is carried out.
Especially for the foetal electrocardiogram the disturbance from the environment plays an important role in the handling of the information flow.

a priori knowledge
The whole processing can be done most effectively, only when as much a
priori knowledge as possible has been assembled and is used concerning the
signal and its source. It is thus inappropriate to try to describe generally the
processing of physiological signals as if for this purpose there could exist any
general scheme. Before a useful scheme can be designed, the signal must be
analysed with respect to its different aspects, its source and pathways must be
characterized and the physiological relevance of the resulting information taken
into account.
Some examples are:
knowledge of depolarization

time

The length of the QRS segment of most ECG's of adults is about 100 msec.
It indicates the depolarization time of the ventricles; large deviations of this
duration are apparently due to physiological causes. The foetal heart is quite
small in relation to the adult cardiac muscle and it is therefore understandable
that the foetal QRS segment lasts shorter than that of the adult. Hence a
method exists to discriminate between foetal and maternal ECG's in the
frequency domain (see chapters III and IV).
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properties of

QRS-complexes

The spatial velocity of an adult vectorcardiogram (VCG) has its absolute
maximum value somewhere within the QRS-complex.
This phenomenon can be used to locate QRS-complexes in the automatic
screening of VCG's (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 The modulus of the spatial velocity of a
vectorcardiogram as a function of time before and
after digital filtering.

knowledge of FECG wave shape
For the detection of the foetal electrocardiogram (FECG) it is useful to know
the shape of the FECG complex beforehand, since use can be made then of
optimal filtering techniques for the location of foetal peaks and a gain in signalto-noise ratio is then obtained (see chapter VI).
disturbance and variability
It is almost never possible to classify unambiguously a signal from a physio
logical process by means of its extracted parameters, because these parameters
can seldom be determined with a sufficiently high accuracy. The cause of this
insufficient accuracy is twofold: biological variability is an inherent property
of such signals and disturbance is always superimposed on the signals. The main
causes are the variability with time and the interindividual variability of the
information sources. Nearly every physiological signal is generated by a process
of which the properties and parameters change as a function of time. The foetus
may for instance move rather freely below the electrodes during the recording
of its ECG so that the FECG parameters vary continuously as a function of time
(see Figure 11).
Also from a statistical point of view the signals are rarely ergodic. An
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electro-encephalogram, when recorded under conditioned circumstances even
contains components that consist of harmonics or repetitively occurring spikes
and is influenced by unknown and unmastered factors. Further, in terms of the
signal-space concept, the variability between physiological processes of
different individuals (e.g. the de- and repolarization processes of heart muscles)
results in the signal-space in an overlap of the regions which describe signals
drawn from normal and abnormal processes, so that a certain percentage of
diseases cannot be recognized intrinsically. On account of the non-stationarity
of the processes the observation time of the signals has to be short even when
all controllable circumstances that influence the process and thus the signal
are kept constant.
The second reason for the sometimes very low accuracy of the parameters is
the superimposed disturbances. Together with the physiological signals one
always records small and sometimes large amounts of random noise and other
disturbing signals. The latter is especially true for the foetal ECG. The noise,
being the random component, is fortunately mostly uncorrelated with the signal.
Other disturbing signals may however be largely correlated with the signal
that we wish to process and even originate from the same or related sources.
Since the observation time must be kept short on account of the non-stationarity
of the process, it is difficult to eliminate the influence of the disturbance sufficiently in order to obtain a small enough noise variance.
computation of disturbed FECG wave shape
The shape of the foetal ECG is completely masked by the electromyogram
and the maternal ECG. Accurate shapes can only be determined by a
statistical method that eliminates both the noise and the maternal disturbance
(see chapter V).
SNR improvement by correlation methods
Detection of the f oetal heart rate from FECG's during pregnancy is impossible, because of the very small SNR, unless the repetitive character of
the FECG complex against the random nature of the noise can be recognized
by correlation methods (see chapters IV and VI).
parameter estimation and interpretation
Signal parameters have thus to be estimated for a time-varying or non-stationary signal in a random noise background. The signal itself often has a stochastic
character too; some aspects of the signal may be stochastic or it may have a
completely random character. In the latter case the processing reveals parameters
that are only describable in statistical terms.
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It sometimes happens that nearly nothing is known about the process except
for the signals flowing to the outside world, and that these signals can only be
measured by passive methods, without the possibility of influencing the process
at will. Computation of significant parameters is then possible by a mutual comparison of several information streams. By comparing different signals of the
same nature (transversal, from many patients for instance) or by observing one
signal as a function of time (longitudinal, e.g. in follow-up studies) it is possible
to extract only those parameters that change significantly.
This can often be done by classical signal analysis or -transformation methods.
Of course it is then important to search for the physiological meaning of such
changes since this is the ultimate aim of the analysis and the processing.
When several signals can be obtained from the same source it is always
meaningful to search for interrelations even when the signals are statistically not
comparable at all. It could happen that the determination of the relationship
leads to insight into their common origin or even reveals the fact that one of
the signals is responsible for the generation of the other. Understanding of the
process is sometimes much facilitated when it is feasible to stimulate the
process with an input signal. This increases the possibility that the recorded
signals can be interpreted since all other (mostly unknown) inputs and disturbing
factors can be eliminated by using a suitable "probe" signal which can unequivocally be identified. This of course has to do with the fact that we have then
enlarged our a priori knowledge about the system by offering it controlled inputs; it permits the application of system analysis and control theory for such
problems.
Physiological systems are nearly all non-linear, but even when these systems
would be describable in linear terms, physiological information about the process
would still be needed, in order to make possible an interpretation in physiological
terms.
It can thus be stated, that the processing method for the estimation of relevant
parameters must be firmly grounded in physiological and physical a priori
knowledge about the process.
relation between vagal tension and RR-intervals.
Although the shape of a foetal ECG can be considered as more or less constant over a short period of time, its occurrences exhibit a statistical character.
The intervals between foetal R-waves are related to vagal effects on the
heart muscle. A lowering heart rate (bradycardia) during birth can be interpreted as resulting from a higher vagal tension which could be caused by a
changing oxygen saturation of the foetal blood or a high activity from
baroceptors.
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changing ST-T parameters
During severe foetal distress it can sometimes be noted that the ventricle
repolarization of the FECG changes as compared with complexes earlier
computed during the birth process (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Change in ventricular repolarization of a foetal ECG
complex during birth in severe foetal distress. The time lapse between (1) and (2) is 45 minutes and between (2) and (3) 30 minutes.

changing systolic parameters
It appears that the interval between the onset of the foetal QRS complex
and the second foetal heart sound is much shorter for children with severe Rhantagonism.
These differences are statistically highly significant. The phenomenon is of
medical importance, while it can also be explained in physiological terms 1 .
irregular heart rate
Sequential foetal RR-intervals are normally rather constant. Arrhytmic contractions of the heart muscle showing a large beat-to-beat variation (see
chapter VII) can be an indication of foetal distress.
treatment
The action stage is only reached when we dispose of reliable parameters.
With independent parameters it is possible to build up a parameter-space in
which the devolpment of the processes can be characterized as a function of
time 2. A trend in a patient's condition can then be represented by a shifting or
wandering condition vector in this space. The trajectory can be extrapolated
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and predicted when the bandwidth of this vector space-walk is limited. The
smaller the bandwidth, the longer the time course over which can be extrapolated.
Then it is possible to extend one's attention beyond the therapeutic situation
towards the prevention.
diagnosis of foetal distress
The condition of a foetus during birth may be represented by several para
meters: basic cardiac rhythm, stability of the heart rate, intra-uterine pressure,
foetal blood pH, ST-depression etc.
Changes in the condition of the child can be recognized when all these factors
are properly weighted and combined; foetal distress can then sometimes be
diagnosed (see chapter VII).
statistical processing methods
Many procedures, used in communication and detection theory, are of great
value for the processing of biological signals. Some of these will be used in the
next chapters for the processing of the foetal electrocardiogram. The basic theory
of such methods will shortly be outlined in the Appendix (chapter IX) in so far
it fits in with the subject of this study (see Figure 4). Besides the well-known
linear and non-linear processing techniques that can be applied in the search
for significant parameters in and between biological signals, some other, heuristic,
procedures have often to be developed for the effective description and under
standing of physiological processes and phenomena.
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Figure 4. Processing scheme and communication model for the FECG. The figures between
brackets refer to chapter numbers.
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The more insight there exists into the physiological process itself, the better
a processing method can be devised.
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CHAPTER II
THE FOETAL HEART AS A SIGNAL SOURCE

2.1 Physiological and physical considerations
Tissues
The foetus lies safely stowed in the uterus, which means that it is electrically
and mechanically shielded from the outside world. This is indeed the reason that
only a small amount of information flows from the foetus to the outer world.
Figure 5 gives a representation of the distinct tissue layers that are between
the foetal heart and outside. The only detectable signal that flows actually from
the foetus to the abdominal wall is the electric field potential from its heart, the
foetal ECG, and later in pregnancy its heart sounds too.
This is the main reason that the processing of foetal heart signals is of potential
value for the obstetrician, since these instantaneous signals may tell him about the
condition of the unborn child. The difficulty in acquiring information about the
child is not only restricted to signals such as these, but applies also for instance
to biochemical information, when only passive data acquisition methods are
used and abdominal punctures, for example, are not done.

foetal heart
foetal tissues
foetal skin
Vernix caseosa
amniotic fluid
membrcnes

electrode
electrode jelly
maternal skin
maternal tissues
peritoneum
myometrium

Figure 5. Schematic spherical representation of the different tissue
layers around the foetal heart.

As indicated in Figure 5, the foetus lies encapsulated in the innermost of a
system of shells each with a different structure. The tissue that encloses the
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unborn child is accordingly very inhomogeneous: the electrical properties of the
tissue layers differ considerably 1. The foetal tissue itself can be considered as a
rather good and homogeneous conductor for electric currents, comparable with
that of an adult. On the foetal skin there is, however, mostly a fatty layer, the
vernix caseosa, which isolates the child for the greater part from the well
conducting fluid. Next come two firm membranes, the chorion and the amnion,
(both bad conductors for ions) followed by the uterine muscle, the peritoneum
and the maternal abdominal tissues. The conduction path ends at the maternal
skin in electrode jelly and electrode.
First approximation

model

Due to inter- and intra-individual variability it is not possible to describe
as a function of the stage of pregnancy accurately enough the size and mutual
position of the various conductors and isolators and the position of the foetal
heart in relation to tissues and electrodes. It would be feasible to say something
about quantitative aspects only in statistical terms and even then only generally.
It is possible to describe in general terms the electric situation around the foetal
heart. At the same time it can be indicated, why in abdominal signals the foetal
ECG is so small, whereas in intra-uterine or scalp recordings the foetal ECG is
mostly much larger and the maternal ECG scarcely observed at all. Further it can
then be explained how it occurs that low frequency components (such as T-waves)
are only occasionally observed (see chapter V).
In principle it is possible to set up a three dimensional model in a spherical or
cylindrical homogeneous conductor as has been done for the adult heart 2 .
Although it is quite well possible to formulate such a problem, its analytical or
numerical solution is not easy to obtain. Furthermore such a model would be
very little related to the real physiological situation. This is the reason for
choosing a simple but enlightening one-dimensional model. Figure 6 gives, as an
analogon of Figure 5 a picture of the tissues around the foetal heart in the form
of an electrical network consisting of resistive and capacitive elements, with two
current generators, I¥ and Іц, for the foetal and the maternal hearts. The poorly
conducting vernix caseosa and the membranes are represented as RC-elements.
Since the quantities R „ Cj, R» and Cj are of importance in their ratio to the
other impedances, these other impedances have been called purely resistive * of
the same value R. In the middle of the model the foetal heart functions as a
current generator. The different electrode positions are indicated as Aj—A 2 ,
Ai—D2 and Dj—D2 respectively for abdominal-, scalp- and intra-uterine leads
(directly attached to the foetus).
The voltages between the electrode positions can be expressed in terms of the
impedances present.
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maternal
tissues

maternal
heart

Figure 6. One-dimensional model composed of resistors and capacitors of the tissues around
the foetal heart. The maternal and foetal hearts are represented as current sources. The points
A,A 2 , A ^ j and Ο,Π,, refer to electrode positions for abdominal, scalp and intra-uterine leads
respectively.

It can be seen directly from Figure 6 that direct currents and low frequencies
are attenuated by the differentiating RC-networks from the foetal signal source
to the electrodes A. This is the reason why the foetal ECG shows little evidence
of low frequency components, especially when R,, Ro > R. An analytical
expression for д Л is easily obtained, although here it is of no value in giving the
frequency response of the network, since the parameters are quantitatively un
known. However, in order to get an idea about the amplitudes of voltages at
the electrodes we will further simplify the network, omitting the capacitors
and assuming Rj — R 2 = 10 R and Vp = VM. Then it follows directly (for
abdominal leads) that
VAA Я * 25.IO- 5 V F + ЗЛО-1 VM
from which can be seen the enormous attenuation of the foetal signal. The voltage
between Ai and Do, Л І ), becomes (scalp leads):
VAD ~ 15.10-2 VF + 15.10-2 VM
and for the voltage between D 1 and D» (intra-uterine leads):
V,>D « 3.10-1 VF + 25.10- 5 Vj,
From these simply obtained results we see the main reason why foetal ECG's
measured at the abdomen are nearly always low level. Only when the high
resistances have become low, is it possible to measure strong foetal R-waves. This
is true when the vernix layer has disappeared in very late stages of pregnancy l.
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2.2 Communication theoretical aspects
Since hereafter techniques and methods are used, which are partly common
property in the area of communication theory, we will outline the parallels
existing between fundamental problems in statistical communication theory
and research into the properties of the foetal heart; differences also of course
exist.
In communication problems one usually identifies a signal source, a transmission channel plus a noise source and a receiver where, after decoding of the
symbols, the message has to be interpreted (Figure 4). Finally also some action
based on the received message will usually result. A parallel of this communication problem can be seen in many physiological problems; certainly it holds for
the foetal ECG situation, comprising a transmitter or a physiological signal
source (the foetal heart), a channel (the tissues) plus disturbance (among other
things, the electromyogram) and a receiver (the physician). The signals involved
have to be processed in order that they will render useful and interpretable information. Based on the acquired information some action could be taken.
There exist however several differences: the receiver cannot construct his own
symbols, which would allow an appropriate bandwidth, orthogonal codes and
suchlike to be used. The receiver can neither activate the signal source, nor
stimulate or trigger the transmission, but must be satisfied with observational
(passive) measurements of the underlying process.
Since initially the transmitted signal is completely unknown, it is not distinguishable from the channel disturbance. Thus a deformation of the signal by
the channel will initially not be recognized. Only when the signal source can be
observed over a long period, can the nature of the signal be traced with statistical
methods.
Channel properties
The properties of a transmission channel in a physiological system may vary
as a function of time, just as in technical communication problems. These changes
may be very fast, for example caused by muscle contractions or respiration, or
slow, e.g. due to the growth of foetus and uterus. Also the position of the signal
source in relation to the receptor may change, since during the greater part of
the pregnancy the child can move freely below the electrodes.
It is therefore advisable to put the recording electrodes as near to the foetal
heart as can be permitted in order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio
and minor channel influence on the signal. A further improvement of this SNR
is reasonable only when at the recording side all that is possible has been done
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to acquire an optimum signal. Only then does it pay to use advanced processing
techniques to attempt to achieve any further improvement of the SNR or to
effect a transformation of the signal prior to the phase of interpretation and
consequent action.

2.3 Lead systems
When the electric field due to the processes of depolarization in the foetal
heart is thought of as a dipole layer and if the surrounding tissues are assumed
to be spherically-symmetric, then it is possible to calculate what has to be the
optimum position of the electrode system for the recording of a foetal ECG with
a high SNR. For simplicity it is assumed that the foetal heart lies embedded in an
infinitely extended homogeneous medium.
When it is further assumed that the wavefront of electric depolarization
in the foetal heart at some instant has a shape S and consists of a dipole layer
with a moment m per unit area of S (see Figure 7), then the total potential at
Pis4:
~
Vp

Γ m .г

(2.1)

where r is the vector from Ρ to the surface element ds.

Figure 7. Simple representation of the electric field in the
foetal heart by a dipole layer S of strength m per unit area,
which subtends a solid angle Ω.

When the vector length 'r is large in relation to the magnitude of S, then (2.1)
can be written for the potential difference between two points ? ! and P 2 :
вд = Im' (Ω1 - Ω2)

(2.2)
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Ω is the solid angle under which S is seen from P.
Υ?,?, is maximal when Ω1 is maximal positive and ß 2 is minimal.
The position of the electrodes Pj and P 2 has thus to be such that the foetal
heart is between the electrodes and the electrodes are as near to the foetal heart
as possible. We have seen that the latter is favourable for the SNR as well.
It is important to ensure that the electrodes are not placed at both sides of
large abdominal muscles, since on the ground of the reasoning above the noise
will then become most intense. A suitable lead position locates one electrode near
to the umbilicus and the other one above the symphysis 5 .
It also follows from the arguments outlined above that using scalp leads,
a mostly very small maternal ECG is recorded, since the two electrodes are
placed symmetrically with respect to the maternal heart, so that in (2.2):
Ω1 яа Ω2 and r1 ~ г2,
although the tissue layers between both electrodes and the maternal heart are not
completely identical.
Furthermore it can also be seen that the angle Ω can only be wide enough
when the foetal heart is large enough, i.e. when the foetus itself is several
months old. Prior to that time the cross section of the dipole layer is too small
to allow detection of a foetal ECG amidst the background noise.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRIC SIGNAL FROM THE FOETAL HEART

To be well informed about the foetal heart during pregnancy or birth, it is
necessary to improve the existing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is mostly
very small.
To develop techniques for the improvement of this SNR, analysis of the
kind of signals involved is a first requirement, since optimal processing is only
possible when much apriori knowledge about the signals and their origin is
available and used. The components present in an abdominal recording will now
be analysed with respect to their information content. Based on the result, procedures can then be designed, which will separate the information about the foetus
from the disturbing components in the complex signal.
The abdominally recorded electrocardiogram of a pregnant woman generally
contains four components:
a(t) = r(t) {m(t) + f(t) + n ( t ) }
where a(t)
m(t)
f(t)
n(t)
r(t)

(3.1)

represents abdominal signal
represents maternal electrocardiogram (ECG)
represents foetal ECG (FECG)
represents additive noise, mainly consisting of electromyogram
represents multiplicative disturbance, especially due to movements,
e.g. respiration.

It is assumed that the means of the signals of (3.1) between brackets equal zero:
m(t) = f(tj = n(t) = a(t) = 0

(3.2)

and that
Kt)=l·

(3.3)

For abdominal signals it is mostly true that
m2(t) > f2(t) ^ n 2 (t)

(3.4)

The bar stands for averaging in the time domain.
Figure 8a gives an example of an abdominal recording of an ECG in which
the four components are clearly visible. In case of a scalp lead recording,
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Figure 9a, the maternal ECG will hardly be seen (see chapter II). Formula (3.1)
is a simplified version of a more complex one, in which the foetal signal f(t) is
also modulated by some multiplicative component. The different terms will be
examined below as to relevant apriori information.
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Figure 8. Abdominal recording of the foetal electrocardiogram, (a) The original signal a(t).
(b) The filtered signal a(t) (15—60 Hz).
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Figure 9. Recording of the foetal electrocardiogram during birth with
(a) The original signal, (b) The filtered signal (15—60 Hz).
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scalp electrode.

3.1 The frequency domain
The recorded spectral bandwidth of the adult electrocardiogram is standard
ized from about 0.15—100 H z '.
In Figure 10 examples are given of the power spectra of a randomly chosen
adult and foetal QRS-complex, derived by computation using formula (9.22).
If one were interested only in the presence or absence of the FECG, the band
width above could be reduced drastically. In that case, any interference signal
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outside this narrowed bandwidth would also be filtered out. The peak with the
largest power content in the ECG, the R-wave or the whole QRS-complex,
functions as a measure to define such a filter that enhances the foetal SNR. It
appears that generally the highest power density in the frequency spectrum of a
QRS-complex of an adult lies between about 10 and 30 Hz; that of a foetal
QRS-complex lies mostly somewhat higher: between about 15 and 40 Hz. This
can be understood from the different durations of the adult and foetal QRSsegments: resp. about 100 and 60 milliseconds.
Then, after passing the abdominal signal through a linear filter with a bandwidth from about 15 to 40 Hz, the maternal R-wave amplitude will have become smaller in relation to the foetal R-wave amplitude and the noise outside
this frequency band will have been filtered out. As the QRS-complex in the ECG
is the part with the highest frequency content, significant responses in the
filtered signal to P- and T-waves are not seen Fig. 8b and 9b show a filtered
version respectively of an abdominal and an intra-uterine FECG. The noise
is present over the whole frequency range of the ECG. The verly low frequency
noise arises from movements of electrodes and has usually a rather high power
density during birth, even when using a scalp electrode. Disturbance in the higher
frequency range is normally caused by muscle activity, the electromyogram (see
Figure 10).

Figure 10 Power spectra of the QRSparts of an adult ECG (a), a computed
foetal ECG (b) and of a commonly occurring noise component (c) The original ECG complexes are also shown
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3.2 Amplitude Properties
The peak of the maternal R-wave in an abdominal recording nearly always
exceeds that of the foetus. After filtering, the foetal R-wave is in favorable
cases larger than the interference which is always present (see Figure 8). Starting
from the filtered signal the foetal R-waves can then be separated from the noise
and the maternal ECG in the amplitude domain. Of course it is only sensible to
use methods which improve the existing SNR, when the interference has been
diminished as much as possible during recording (see chapter II).
Foetal signal power and thus the foetal SNR are statistically strongly related
2
to the stage of pregnancy, as has been shown by Bolte et al. .
Even during a short interval the amplitude of the foetal QRS-complex may
vary strongly, because of changing position of the foetus. Figure 11 shows
an example of an abdominal FECG, where the foetus apparently changes its
position below the electrodes.
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Figure 11. Recording of an abdominal FECG. The foetus suddenly changed its position below
the electrodes, so that the R-wave amplitude increased in a few seconds, (a) is the unfiltered
and (b) the filtered signal a(t).

The noise originates mostly from muscle activity. The amplitude dehsity
distribution of the noise is assumed to have a Gaussian character, which will be
true to a good approximation. Especially during labour the additive disturbance
is very non-stationary because of the noisy electromyogram during contractions.
The modulating factor r(t) from Formula (3.1) is not very important for the
processing. Only sometimes do the abdominal respiration or other movements
influence the envelope of the abdominal signal. The factor r(t), as can be seen
from Figures 8 and 22, is an example of an exceptionally strong influence of
respiration on the maternal ECG.
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3.3 Statistical Properties
Repetition

rate

The maternal ECG occurs with a mean interval Тм, anywhere between about
0.5 to 1.0 seconds. As is well known there is an effect due to respiration on the
maternal heart rate, so that fluctuations around the mean heart rate are partly
due to the signal r(t).
The foetal heart rate fluctuates during pregnancy usually between 130 and
150 beats per minute. During birth however, large deviations from this basic
rhythm may occur. Figure 12 shows an interval distribution of foetal R-waves
during pregnancy, whereas Figure 13 represents a very broad one, computed
from a foetal ECG recorded during birth.
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Figure 12. RR-interval histogram for an abdominal foetal electrocardiogram, with a small variations in RR-interval duration.
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Figure 13. RR-interval histogram for a FECG
recorded during delivery with a scalp electrode.
Note the enormous variations in RR-interval
duration.

The upper limit for the human foetal heart rate can safely be taken as 300
beats per minute, whereas in normal cases a lower limit of 40 beats per minute
is amply sufficient.
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PQRST-complex
It may be assumed that the PQRST-complex of a normal adult does not
change appreciably in shape during an observation time of minutes or even hours,
when the subject stays in the same position and condition. On the other hand,
the shape of the foetal ECG may vary considerably with time when the foetus
can move freely below the recording electrodes and the foetal heart axis changes
its direction. The latter has consequences for the processing of the foetal ECG
(see chapter V).
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CHAPTER IV
DETECTION OF T H E INSTANTANEOUS H E A R T RATE

In this chapter an on-line method is described, which computes from abdo
minal-, intra-uterine- or scalp leads (or phonocardiograms) the instantaneous
foetal hart rate after improvement of the foetal SNR *. The output of the in
strument developed to this end, is the RR-time interval or the heart rate in
beats per minute, represented as a voltage, and a numerical display with a
possibility of punching or printing the computed results.

4.1 Statement of the problem
The foetal ECG is, for a short time, almost periodic, so the two intervals lying
between three consecutive R-waves, will not differ very much from each other.
In the case of an ideal abdominal lead, the maternal R-waves of the filtered
signal are often larger than the foetal peaks, while the noise has an envelope
amplitude, small in relation to that of the peaks of the foetal ECG (see
Figure 8). Separation of the foetal ECG complexes from the rest of the signal
components can to a large extent be done in the amplitude domain, by seeking
only those foetal R-wave peaks, which are in between two amplitude levels.
Two amplitude comparators См and Cp, which compare the maternal and
foetal R-wave amplitudes with reference levels
м and Vp (with
м| >
¡VF|), can now give the indication whether a maternal, or a maternal plus a foetal
R-wave is present (see Figure 14). Sometimes, however, the disturbance will be
so considerable, that it will surpass the foetal or even the maternal R-wave peaks.
If the peak amplitude of the disturbance lies between the two reference levels,
such a peak can be mistaken for a foetal R-wave. Responses to interference peaks,
statistically speaking and assuming a stationary noise process, occur randomly.
Thus it is possible to distinguish between noise peaks and foetal R-waves by
means of time domain information. The SNR, here defined as the ratio of the
number of foetal peaks to the number of noise peaks per unit time must not be too
small, since only a small part of the time-domain information is utilized to
compute the correct foetal RR-interval. At the same time it may happen that
foetal R-waves are missed, since a foetal R-peak might have been cancelled
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by a noise peak of opposite phase, occurring at the same instant that a foetal QRSmaximum appears (see section 4.5).
It is necessary to have an on-line processing method because it is important in
some cases that a decision can be taken immediately on the basis of information
acquired in the very recent past of the signal. The decision, whether or not a
certain response to the comparator Q- is due to a foetal R-wavc, can be taken by
comparing a measured foetal RR-interval with the supposed known past of the
signal.
It is known that the foetal heart rate lies between 40 and 300 beats per
minute, so that after recording a presumed R-wave a pause ("dead time") of at
least 0.200 second can be taken, while the next FECG complex can be expected
within 1.500 seconds.
After the signal has been filtered and passed through the amplitude compara
tors, a pulse can be obtained which indicates a foetal ECG or a noise peak of the
same order of magnitude as the foetal R-wave peak. Now and then foetal
R-waves have disappeared due to coincidence with maternal R-waves or large in
terference peaks. Furthermore foetal information may have become lost because a
foetal R-wave appeared within 0.200 second after a noise peak that gave rise to
a response of the foetal comparator.

4.2 Threshold detection
After amplification the abdominal signal is led to the filter (Figures 14 and 15).
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Figure 15. Block diagram for the extraction of foetal signals from an abdominal lead. The
inputs and outputs of the different blocks can be seen in the upper six traces of Figure 14
(UV stands for monostable multivibrator. The amplifier A.G.C, contains automatic gain control
circuitry). The switches allow use of a separate maternal ECG and a filter for the maternal
R-wave detection.
Figure 14. Time sequence for Figures 15, 16 and 52. The sequence starts with the upper trace
showing an abdominal FECG a(t), and ends with the bottom trace showing the resulting foetal
cardiotachogram.
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If desired a separate recording is made of the maternal ECG, when, for
example, the maternal R-wave is not large enough to be distinguished from the
foetal R-peak. Both before and after response of comparator Сц the foetal
information is blocked for + 5 5 msec and —55 msec, to ensure that comparator
C P will not pass any incorrect information arising from responses to maternal
QRS-complexes. Three monostable multivibrators (UV^ UV 2 and UVj) take
care of this. The outputs of UVj and UV, are fed to an anti-coincidence gate Pj.
The pulse series resulting from Pj contains only foetal information and incorrect
responses to large noise spikes

4.3 Statistical processing of the pulse series
The information sought about the foetal heart must be acquired by further
processing of the pulse series from Pj, from which the sequence of foetal R-waves
and the intervals between successive beats must be determined in order to compute
the instantaneous foetal heart rate. The almost periodic character of the foetal
heart beat, against the random properties of the interference pulses, now makes it
possible to extract the foetal information from the pulse series Pj (Figure 14).
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Figure 16
Flow diagram for the processing of foetal
RR intervals after R-wave exactraction The integer
variable "time" is assumed to be incremented every
millisecond The characters Y and N stand for "Yes"
and " N o " after the decision in the diamond shaped
blocks
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The procedure developed to this end, indeed, shows the qualities of time locked
systems. The nature of the pulse series lends itself particularly well to digital
computer processing, resulting in a histogram, an expectation density function
or suchlike (see chapter VII).
Since for clinical purposes it is desirable to have available an indication of
instantaneous heart rate, an on-line method has been designed that makes use
of the similarity of two sequential foetal RR-intervals. The advantage of such
a method lies in its rapid presentation of results to the physician and the fact
that the method can be practically realized with a small size instrument. A flow
diagram of the method is given in Figure 16. With the latter Figure it is possible
to follow exactly the statistical processing of the pulse series and the decisions to
be taken. A more detailed block diagram is provided in chapter VIII (Figure 52),
where the instrument will be discussed.

4.4 The flow diagram
The flow diagram of Figure 16 will briefly be explained in this section. The
indicated times are measured in milliseconds. The first loop is traversed after
"time" = 0. The integer variable "time" is incremented by one unit during each
loop until a foetal "pulse" arrives. When the measured time has been large
Ç> 10 sec), then it is assumed that no pulses are produced by Pj of Figure 15
and the computation can be stopped. When the measured time has been less than
200 msec (the upper limit of a heart rate of 300 beats per minute) we continue
the time measurement as if no foetal pulse had occurred. When the latter decision
has also been passed by " N O " , an abnormal low foetal heart rate ( < 40 beats
per minute i.e. time > 1500) is checked. When all the conditions have been
satisfactorily fulfilled, "time A " is given the value of the measured time,
which is then further processed. The time is then compared with "time C",
which during processing is normally equal to the preceding time interval, and
has to be within + 10 % of it (window P,). The variable "time B" is thereupon
made equal to "time A" and the reciprocal of "cime В" is put into "freq.", the
foetal heart rate in beats per minute. A second window (P.,) checkes if "time C "
lies between 0.55 and 1.8 times "time A", or if "time B" is more than 750 msec,
or if the "counter" is equal to 8.
In fact the window P 3 follows very large deviations from a basic instantaneous
foetal heart rate. However, intervals that are nearly double or half those of the
preceding interval are not accepted as true foetal RR-intervals, since a coincidence
may have occurred with a maternal QRS-compIex. During the start-up period
"time C " has a value, which has not been determined by some preceding interval.
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For that reason a counter has been included in the scheme: only when eight
sequential times a pulse has arisen from Pj and when during that time the
variable "time A " has not once been made equal to a measured time, "time C "
is given the value of the ninth interval, however short or long it may be.
During foetal bradycardia it may happen that between the maternal pulse
series and interference, only an occasional foetal interval can be measured. This
is the reason that for foetal intervals longer than 750 msec (or heart rates lower
than 80 beats per minute) "time C " is continuously given the value of the
preceding measured time.
When one of the latter requirements has been met, the "time A " is taken
over by "time C", the "counter" is made zero and again incremented. The
measured intervals T F have then to satisfy the equations:
0.9 T F . ^ T F i + 1 < l . l T F i
and

0.55 T F . йЪі^

<1.8TFi

(4.1)
(4.2)

It is thus possible to filter out most of the erroneous pulses that have crept
into the pulse series from Pj. The pulse series results finally in an improved one,
from which the foetal RR-interval can Ъг measured more accurately than
without the comparisons shown in the flow diagram.

4.5 Number of correct measurements
The presentation of the heart rate in numbers and the decision to store
"time A " in "time B", can be the result of a successful comparison between two
foetal intervals or between two interference pulse intervals which by chance
were equal. In the case of non equal intervals no measurement is carried out.
Starting from the method described above, the chance of a correct, a wrong or
no measurement can be calculated. When the foetal peaks occur at fixed time
intervals t k it would be unnecessary to introduce in the windows P 2 and Р 3 a
variation of 10 percent. The detection method could thus gain in accuracy,
because one would only have to look for a single interval t k . Such an interval
being found, the time measurement would then have been finished immediately.
The foetal heart rate, however, is only approximately periodic. Consequently,
variations in Pj and P 3 need to be introduced. For a calculation of the reliability
of detection it does not matter if t^ is taken as constant, because a foetal peak
is certain to fall within the time window around t^. To obtain a numerical
result from the calculation, the ratio A A/A is assumed to be 0.1,/1A being the va
riation in A ("time A"). So the window P 2 is open when С = A ± 10 percent.
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Furthermore, it is assumed that no foetal R-waves are cancelled out as a result
of coincidence with maternal QRS-complexes. Thus in the following calculations
the window P 3 plays no important role. The occurrence of the interference
pulses is further thought to be random, and it is assumed that the interference
pulse series intervals are distributed according to an exponential distribution.
This is a reasonable assumption, since the time that the random waveform
n(t) of equation (3.1) remains above the level VF is relatively short compared
with the time interval between two different excursions above Vy, when
2
2
VF /n (t) is large. In such cases one may view the excursions above Vp as a
random process of independent point events in time, at a mean rate t,,. It is
2
well-known that such a process has an exponential distribution function .
Even for stationary Gaussian procesres with narrow-band spectra, it can be
shown that the intervals between high-level crossings are distributed to an
exponential distribution 3 .
The expected number of crossings per unit time t,,-1 through the level к with
positive slopes can be expressed in terms of the correlation function of n(t) 4 :
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where С п п (т) = n(t) . η(ΐ-τ), the autocorrelation function of n(t), a n d C i m " ( T ) l s
the second derivative of С |1П (т). For a spectrum G(v) of n(t) between 15 and 40 Hz
it follows that
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Cnn(0) = ¡ G(r) dv = о,*
15
40

С п Л 0 ) = —4л* ^,,2G(v)dr
15

Thus equation (4.3) becomes for a rectangular spectrum between 15 and 40 H z :
t,,-1 = Vs 1/825 exp [ —V F 2 /2 a,,2]

(4.4)

This means that for respectively
VF = 1, 2, 3 and 4 times a„
a mean interference pulse rate can be expected of 17, 4, 0.3 and 0.08 pulses per
second.
The optimal SNR is determined by this consideration: the number of false
alarms decreases when a high level V F is chosen. It is clear, however, that foetal
pulses are misdetected when V F is too high.
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The mean number of detected foetal pulses per unit time can be approximated
by
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2

(4.5)
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where t k is the foetal RR-interval and A the peak of the foetal R-wave, which
is thought to have a rectangular shape. The integral (4.5) represents the proba
bility that the amplitude χ is larger than the threshold V F . With a reasoning, usual
in detection theory 5 , the optimum level Vp for given signal characteristics will
be calculated.
The number of false alarms during one second is apparently t,,-1, whereas the
number of misdetections equals
г
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Figure 17. Number of wrong interprecations t j j - 1 (false alarms)
and t - ' (misdetections) as a function of the detection level λ.
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The total number of wrong interpretations during one second is then
W = t n -i + t m -i

(4.7).

which is a function of V r (see Figure 17).
Differentiation of (4.7) with respect to VF and setting equal to zero to obtain
the condition for the extremum of W gives with the normalized values:
V
, A
— F = / and
— — a:
oa V2
nn V2

exp [2 a λ — a 2 ] — 40 t k λ

2я = 0

(4.8)

For the limits of the function (for a 4· 0 and a ->- oo) it can be calculated that
a minimum number of wrong interpretations W is reached for respectively A =
oo and λ «г a/2). It means that for large SNR's (e.g. a > 3) the best level λ that
can be chosen is at half the foetal pulse height, VV = A/2.

Figure 18. Foetal pulse sequence
dead times τ and window P 2 .

with

An estimation can now be made of the results from the processing method,
after the detection stage, with the following assumptions (see Figure 18):
1. If a pulse originates from Pj, a second one cannot occur for τ (0.200) seconds.
2. The pulse series from P1 is supposed to be the sum of a truly periodic foetal
pulse series (f) at distances t k and a Poisson distributed series of interference
pulses (n).
3. If in "time C " an interval of duration Τ is stored, and in "time A " an inter
val Τ ± 10 percent, then the decision to store "time A " into "time B" can be
taken; in other words a measurement can be carried out.
4. The contents of "time A " are always stored into "time C " on command of
every pulse from Pj, so that equation (4.2) is omitted and gate Pj is not
thought to be present.
5. The limits of tk are
0.200 < t k < 1.500 (seconds)

(4.9)

6. Poisson's distribution for the interference pulses η i s 2 :
Pr{p=m}

Τ

m

exp ( - T / t n )
m!

(4.10)
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The left hand side of the equation specifies the probability that the number
of interference pulses, p, measured during an observation time T, equals m.
t n is the mean interval of the interference pulse series.
There are 8 possible combinations for a sequence of three pulses drawn from
the foetal (f) and interference (n) sequences:
TABLE 1
1st

2nd

pulse

3rd

"

combinations

result

(1)

f

f

f

(2)
(3)

f
f

f
π

η

(4)

η

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

η

η

η

η

η

η

f

f
π

f

η

η

time

0

τ

2Τ

1
1

correct

1
^

correct

1

2T = 2t k

f

f

correct
f

!
incorrect

1

2 T

^

2 t

k

A measurement is performed when a transfer from "time A " into "time B"
takes place. From Table 1 it may be seen that both correct and wrong combi
nations can be found from the sequences indicated. N o measurement at all is
performed when /IT > T/l 0.
The probability of a good measurement or that of a wrong one can now be
calculated using Table 1.
Probability of a correct interpretation, (1)
The total observation time is 2(1^ — τ)
During the dead time r all pulses are suppressed. The probability that during
the observation time no interference pulse η occurs at all is, with (4.10):
Pr {p=0}

2(і к -т
t,

exp {-2(tk-T)/tn> = exp {-2(tk-T)/tn}

(4.11)
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The probability that the first pulse of the series of three consecutive pulses is
indeed a foetal pulse is:
Pr {foetal pulse f} = ^ Г Г Т
tk

= Γ Ϊ Τ

* til

tk Τ

( 4 Л 2 )

tn

tk" 1 and tn - 1 are respectively the foetal and the mean interference pulse rate.
Combination of the two probabilities (4.11) and (4.12) in a product yields
the combination (1) of Table 1.
*"
exp \-2^"1¡
(4.13)
tk + tn
(
tn )
The probabilities of the combinations (2), (3) and (4) are negligibly small as
compared with that of (1), because the appearance of a pulse η now enters
nearly at the same time as a foetal pulse f.
Pr {combination (1)} =

Probability of a wrong interpretation,

(5)—(8)

The four probabilities which contribute will be calculated separately. The
probability of finding an interference pulse η is:
Pr {interference pulse n) = — — —

(4.14)

tk + tn

The probability of finding on two occasions no pulse η during the observation
interval can be determined from (4.10):
Pr {p = 0} = exp { - 2 (Τ - τ)Λη}

(4.15)

The probability of finding a pulse η during dT is:
Pr {interference pulse at dT} = t n - 1 . dT

(4.16)

Finally, the probability that an interference pulse occurs between 2T—T/10
a n d 2 T + T/10is:
1—Pr {p = 0} = 1— exp {-0.2 T/t,,}

(4.17)

The probalibility of finding no foetal pulse f during the observation time is:
Pr {no foetal pulse f during 2 Τ - τ} = - ~ J 2 J L : l )

(4л 8)

tk

This is only valid when
t b >2T

(4.19)
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The probability for combination (5) can then be written as the product of all
results (4.14) to (4.18):
Pr {combination (5)} =

_tk
\ , T^r.) L
_ _ /—0.2 Τ \)
- _ £ — exp ]—2 — [ ) 1 — exp r
tn

tk-_(2_T-T) _dT

(4.20)

Because the time Τ may vary from 0.200 to t k /2 seconds the equation (4.20)
has to be integrated.
For simplification the subterms are written as:
tk
α=Ύ,β=
, τ = 0.200 and A = - } . ε χ ρ ί 2 τ - |
(4.21)
tn
tn
1 + ¡i
(
tn )
The complete probability of a wrong interpretation of a pulse sequence (5) is
then:

β/2
λ f

exp {—2 α} [1 — exp (—0.2 a)]( β + — — 2a\

da

(4.22)

-К
The same reasoning can be held for the combination (6)—(8), so that only
the final answers will be given.
For combination (6):
β/2
X / exp {— 2 a> 0.2 a da

(4.23)

For combination (7):
;
λ j exp {— 2 a} {1 — exp (— 0.2 a)} da

(4.24)

For combination (8):
β/2

λ f exp {— 2 α} {1 — exp (— 0.2 α)} da

(4.25)

On the basis of the equations (4.22)—(4.25) the following answer is obtained:
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Pr

{combinations (5) — (8)} =

0 05 1+/, +

2 + /

i- - (
+ -

5

0^
121

.
\5

+

exp
1 1

^(l2

tk

ß. e x
-) Pr-0.1/3] +

tk

exp [— 1.2 /ï] — 0.5 exp [— β] +
r

exp [— β]

0.4

0.05 ( 11 + 10/9 — 1.6 ^-j •

4-ll^-2.2fk-exp[-0.04]¿

(4.26)

Probability of no interpretation
No measurement takes place if the two measured time intervals differ more
than 10 percent from each other. This probability is known to be: 1 minus the
probabilities as calculated in equations (4.13) and (4.26).
Figure 19 represents the probabilities of correct, wrong and not-performed
measurements of foetal pulse series. The ratio of noise pulse density to foetal pulse
density is plotted on the abscissa, the probability itself on the vertical, logarithmic scale.
The same computations can be carried out for the case where the foetal interval was measured by one pulse interval only, without comparison with the
preceding one (see also Figure 19).

P<%)

Figure 19. Probability of wrong (Pj),
correct (P2) and no measurements (P3) as
a function of β (interference pulse den
sity/foetal pulse density).
P(0)
is the probability in percent for a
comparative time measurement and no
dead time. P(T)J
is the same for a dead
time of 0.200 second and a pulse density
of 4 per second, P'(0) is the probability
in percent for a direct time measurement
without comparison. Note then the absen
ce of P 3 '(0).
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For τ = 0 and τ = 0.200 the probabilities are calculated for a pulse density
r
ratio β = 2 = ± 5, ± 4, . . . , 0.
For illustration t^ has been taken as 0.250 sec with τ = 0.200. It can be seen
that the number of wrong interpretations has apparently decreased when the
comparative method is used in place of a direct interval measurement.
The method described offers an improved reliability in measuring foetal RRintervals. This greater reliability does of course not lie in a higher number of
good results, but in the decreased percentage of wrong measurements.
When the window Vi is allowed to operate the calculated probability (4.26)
would decrease further. Although the Poisson distribution is an approximation of
the real stochastic process, its assumption remains valid for the time considered,
between three sequential foetal pulses. In reality the mean t n varies rather
strongly, especially during labour and over a long time of observation the noise
must be viewed as a non-stationary process. This non-stationarity makes no
difference to the results of the processing method followed, since the advantage
of comparative calculations is obvious and independent of the kind of distribution
function; the probability of incorrect measurements still decreases when compar
ative calculations are used.
In an experimental arrangement it is possible to use more "times C " in order
to compare more than two sequential intervals tk. Further advantage will result
from such a procedure, but less than proportionally with the number of com
parisons.
In practice, however, it is very obvious, when a wrong measurement has been
performed, since the result is usually greater in error and completely outside the
range of the most recent measurements. This has to do with the fact that the
method has properties of time locking. Figure 21a gives an example of such
incorrect measurements in a continuous series of correct interpretations. It is
noticeable that the equipment seems to remain in a waiting loop before taking
a new correct measurement, after having taken a wrong one, while its output
voltage is constant during that time. Consequently the wrong measurements can
easily be discerned by eye.

4.6 Results of the processing
The result of the method is the instantaneous RR-interval as a function of
time, i.e. the cardiotachogram. This RR-interval is a measure of the instantaneous
foetal heart rate which, especially during labour, is liable to change to a great
extent. These large, rapid changes, naturally, introduce an extra complication
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when comparative measurements are to be performed in the manner described.
This is in fact the reason for introducing the rather large variation of + 10 percent in window P 2 .
Figure 20 shows a part of a continuous RR-interval measurement (cardiotachogram) for a widely varying heart rate during labour. The lead in this
example is an intra-uterine one, as described by Hon 0. Sometimes the variation
in the instantaneous heart rate is so large that even the limits of + 10 percent
are not sufficient and a broader time window must be applied. In the case of
extra systoles, of course, no time window can be used at all.
Figure 21 shows a cardiotachogram computed from an abdominal recording.
Here the variation in the heart rate is not so large and sudden as the variation
during delivery, but the SNR is much worse than in the case of direct leads.
For the procedure to be described in chapter V also, the above method has
advantages, because occurrence of foetal complexes can be determined very
accurately by means of the time window from P 2 .

Figure 20. Example of a strongly varying foetal heart-rate during delivery, (a) is the instantaneous cardiotachogram and (b) the filtered foetal ECG, recorded with scalp electrode.
Note that the instrument "waits" now and then until a comparison has been made between
two intervals (a few places are indicated by arrows).
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Figure 21. Example of a foetal instantaneous cardiotachogram (a), recorded with abdominal
electrodes during delivery, (b) is the filtered signal a(t). Note that sometimes, because of inter
ference between foetal and maternal complexes, no comparative measurement can be performed
(a few such places are indicated by arrows).
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CHAPTER V
DETECTION OF THE SHAPE OF THE FOETAL ECG

The waveform of the foetal electrocardiogram can be recorded by means of
several lead techniques. Recording from the foetal scalp or breech with a clip
electrode 1 has the advantage of yielding a large foetal R-wave in relation to the
maternal QRS-complex. At the same time it offers standardization of electrode
placement with regard to the foetal heart axis. The disadvantage of the method
lies in its limited applicability, viz. in the case of ruptured membranes and a
dilatation of some centimeters.
Abdominal recording has no such limitation; it is always possible during the
major part of the pregnancy. Its disadvantage is the often restricted amplitude of
the foetal R-wave compared to that of the disturbances. The foetal ECG complex
is always so disturbed by the maternal electromyogram that foetal P- and Twaves are only rarely visible. The almost periodic maternal PQRST-complex also
interferes with the abdominal recording. The shape and amplitude of the
recorded foetal ECG will vary considerably when the position of the foetus
changes with respect to the electrodes. When the cephalic position of the child
is sufficiently fixed, the shape of the FECG, recorded during the last weeks of
pregnancy using electrodes positioned along the median line has been claimed to
be comparable to the neonatal ECG in standard lead I I 2 .
In this chapter a method will be outlined by which it is possible to compute the
shape of the foetal ECG from abdominal-, intra-uterine- or scalp-leads 3 .

5.1 Statement of the problem
The interfering signals as mentioned above, which disturb the abdominal
foetal ECG record must be eliminated by some manipulation of the signal. For
this purpose the well-known technique of averaging is used. Hon was the first
to use it for the scalp lead 4, but an averaging or integration technique has been
applied by others to the abdominal signal as well. Favret's method 5 , which
requires a digital computer, consists of subtracting a mean maternal ECG-complex from the abdominal lead, at those locations in the recording where a maternal ECG-complex is found, before averaging the foetal ECG-complexes. In con-
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sequence of this, foetal R-peaks that originally coincided with maternal QRScomplexes would become just as readily detectable as R-waves which do not so
coincide. Others e , 7, using average response computers, averaged only those
foetal PQRST-complcxes, of which the foetal R-waves did not coincide with the
maternal QRS-complex. In general, however, when averaging techniques are
applied to abdominal signals it is wise to pay attention to the following factors.
1. The maternal ECG-complex is often not constant in magnitude due to
modulating disturbance (see chapter III and Figure 22). Consequently, after
subtraction of an averaged maternal complex, a residual part of the maternal
signal remains. This hampers the exact determination of the locations of the
foetal R-peaks in the signal, especially in the immediate vicinity of a maternal QRS-complex. Furthermore it is rather difficult to detect those foetal
R-waves which coincide with maternal QRS-complexes, because the waveforms of both ECG-complexes are statitstically not orthogonal (see (5.11)
below).
2. Since both the maternal and foetal ECG-complexes occur almost periodically,
a statistical dependence in occurrence between these two ECG's is noticeable,
certainly during finite times of observation. This interdependency is artificially enlarged to a great extent when averaging is restricted to only those
foetal ECG-complexes which do not coincide with maternal QRS-complexes.
For example, in this way the probability of influencing the averaged foetal
QRS-complex by maternal P- and T-waves, but not by maternal QRS-complexes, is increased. Owing to this dependency between the maternal and
foetal ECG an averaged foetal ECG complex arises, in which the maternal
ECG is not averaged out, so a very disturbed base line is often seen.

Figure 22. Effect of the modulating disturbance on an abdominal FECG (a), in which the four
components of formula (5.1) can
be clearly seen, (b) is the artificial
maternal ECG computed from (a).

These considerations result in the need to observe the following principles in
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the determination of the averaged foetal ECG-complex when utilizing only one
abdominal lead of the FECG and the usual averaging procedures.
1. Only those foetal complexes should be averaged for which no coincidence
exists between the foetal R-wave and the maternal QRS-complex.
2. The contribution of the maternal ECG in the averaged foetal PQRST-complex must be eliminated by a proper correction method.

5.2 The processing method
On the basis of the stated considerations a processing method has been
developed with which the averaged foetal complex can be determined with
great accuracy from the abdominal lead.
1. location of foetal R-waves
The locations of the foetal R-waves are detected according to the method
described before (chapter IV).
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Figure 23. Time sequence for the com
putation of the abdominal FECG com
plex (see section 5.2.).
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The signal, originating from an abdominal lead of the FECG (Figure 23a,
original signal) is filtered into an appropriate frequency band (Figure 23b).
Next the maxima of the maternal and foetal R-waves are detected using two
detectors Сц and Q.' with levels Vy and Yy (Figure 23b) ?.nd two differentiating
circuits, utilizing the unequal amplitudes of the rraternal and foetal R-waves.
Combining the outputs of См (Figure 23c) and Q- (Figure 23d), a pulse series Pp
is generated, which exactly indicates the places in the recording, where maxima
of the disturbed foetal R-waves occur (Figure 23e). It is clear that foetal R-waves
which coincide with maternal QRS-complexes, are entirely eliminated by this
method.
2. the artificial maternal

ECG

By utilizing the output of the detector C\r (Figure 23c) the pulse series P M is
available, indicating the locations of the maxima of all maternal R-waves in the
original signal. Using an average response computer (ARC) and a delaying me
chanism for the original signal, on command of the pulse series Р.м an averaged
maternal ECG-complex is acquired, in which electromyogram, modulating
disturbance and foetal ECG are considerably suppressed. So, after some averaging
time, a clean maternal PQRST-complex is present in the memory of the ARC.
Thereupon, on command of the pulse series Р.м the memory of the ARC is
sequentially read out.
In this manner an artificial maternal ECG is generated (Figure 23g) which runs
completely synchronously with the maternal ECG in the delayed original signal.
It is, as far as the maternal ECG m(t) is concerned, completely identical with the
delayed original signal (Figure 23f), but free of all disturbance n(t) and r(t) and
free of foetal ECG. It is assumed (see chapter HI) that the shape of the maternal
PQRST complex does not change during the observation time. These two signals
(Figure 23f and 23g) are recorded on magnetic tape. With these signals, now syn
chronously available, the following operations are carried out.
3. the averaged foetal

ECG-complex

On command of the pulse series Рк (as in Figure 23e) the delayed original
signal (Figure 24a) is averaged, as described for the maternal ECG in para
graph 2. Consequently, a result arises as presented in Figure 24c. This is the
uncorrected averaged foetal PQRST-complex. When, however, in parallel with
processing the original signal, the artificial maternal signal (Figure 24b) is also
averaged on command of P].-, the curve of Figure 24d appears. This is the contri
bution of the maternal ECG to the uncorrected averaged foetal PQRST-complex.
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The corrected foetal ECG complex (Figure 24e) can now be constructed by
algebraic subtraction of the two curves, after multiplication of the correction
curve (Figure 24d) with the correct amplification factor a. This factor a is the
square root of the ratio of the power in the averaged maternal complex computed
from the original and the artificial signal (Figure 24f and g).
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Figure 24. Computation of the mean foetal ECG complex.
(a) and (b) are the original and artificial signals a(t) and
m(t) respectively, (c) is the uncorrected FECG complex, (d)
is the correction for it, from (b).
(e) is the corrected FECG complex.
(f) and (g) arc the averaged maternal complexes from (a) and
(b) respectively and (h) is the neonatal FECG complex (lead
II).

For comparison one complex of the neonatal ECG is also shown. The resem
blance to the averaged foetal abdominal ECG-complex is obvious (Figure 24h).

5.3 Description of the signal parameters
The problem of computation of the foetal ECG waveform involves both
signal detection and extraction.
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The latter is in fact a problem of parameter estimation; this estimation only
takes place at those times when the signal is detected.
Consequently the computation is divided in two parts:
1. Detection or location of foetal complexes in the abdominal signal (cf. para
graph 5.4).
2. Parameter estimation by elimination of additive noise and correction for
maternal ECG (cf. paragraph 5.5).
Schematically the procedure is represented in Figure 25 where the foetal para
meters are estimated only after processing the input signal in a double detection
circuit and estimation of the parameters of the maternal ECG-complex. In this
and following paragraphs the processing method will be described in mathema
e
tical and quantitative terms .

threshold \ ^ o reject F

i
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threshold V ^ o -

reject
(^

-»detector M

accept M
иШС
extniction
M

eitraction
F
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parameters M
(RR intervals and
waveshape)

-*1_м_
estimation
F

Figure 25. Detection and para
meter estimation of both maternal
and foetal ECG for the computa
tion of the FECG wave shape.

) parameters F
(waveshape)

The abdominal signal can be written in terms of (3.1):
a(t) = r(t) {m (t) J- f(t) + n(t)}

(5.1)

It is assumed that the mean of all components except r(t) is zero and that the
mean of r(t) is equal to 1. Further it is supposed that both the maternal ECG
and the foetal ECG occur almost periodically with respectively:
Тц

and

TF

shapes of ECG-complex M(t)

and

F(t)

lt!<^M

and

Iti < ^ .

mean periods

defined for
with maxima at

t =0

t =0
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The pulse series

and

μ(ί)

φ(ι)

indicate respectively the occurrence of a complex
M (t—t m )

and

F (t—tf)

in the abdominal ECG.
Finally it is assumed that the signal properties do not change during the
observation time, 2 T, of a(t).

5.4 Location of foetal complexes
The techniques that can be used for determination of foetal complexes in the
abdominal recording, the pulse series <7?(t), are for a large part comparable
with those used in detection theory.
The location of foetal complexes could be computed optimally using maximum
likelihood estimation 9 , with peak detection after matched filtering of the
signal " . The shape of the signal is, however, never known a priori, so that these
filtering techniques would only be usable in a second stage of the processing
method, when more knowledge had been gained about the waveform of the
b e t a l ECG.
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Figure 26. Reduction of noise and low frequency components by matched filtering and band
pass filtering.
(a) is the original foetal ECG, recorded with scalp electrode,
(b) is the output of a filter, matched for optimal detection of FECG and maximal SNR.
(c) is the output of a 24 dB band pass filter between 10—60 H z .
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A direct method for SNR improvement (in this chapter the SNR = ratio
of foetal signal power to noise power) is to filter the abdominal signal in a
bandwidth from about 10 to 60 Hz, utilizing the a priori information about the
power spectra of the signal components (see chapter IV). Not only can the
additive noise n(t) be reduced by that procedure, but the low frequent maternal
ECG components (P- and T-waves) are filtered out as well. An example of both
matched filtering and band pass filtering is shown in Figure 26, where it is
seen that noise and low frequency disturbance is filtered out. Threshold detection
of the filtered signals has been described in chapter IV. It appears that for a
sufficiently high SNR nearly all foetal peaks are detected. Still, error-free determination of maxima of f(t) (slightly modulated by the r(t) term from (5.1)) is
impossible, due to the n(t) term and the residual influence of m (t). The calculation which now follows will be confined to determining the influence of n(t) on
the accuracy of the location of maxima. For that reason a simplified version of
formula (5.1) will be used:
a(t) = f(t) + n(t)

(5.2)

If the noise term were absent, a peak in a(t) would indicate exactly the location
of a maximum F(0) of a complex F(t — tf) at t = tf.
The f(t) signal has a finite bandwidth (e.g. 0—200 Hz). The maximum F(0)
will be approximated by a second degree function of time around t = tf in a
Taylor expansion:
f(t) = F(0) + F(0) (t - t,) + F (O)^—1^

(5.3)

where
F(t) = —j
dt

and F(0) = 0, because it is an extremum.

The noise is also written in a Taylor expansion for all t:
n(t) = n(tf) + n(tf) (t - tf) + n(tf) - ( t - ^ T f ) - + . . .

(5.4)

(5.2) combined with (5.3) and (5.4) yields:
a(t) = F(0) + n(t f ) + n(t t ) (t - tf) +

+ j F(0) + n(tr) + "n (tf) | [ (t-t f ) + ... J * ^ ) 2

(5.5)

When the SNR is large enough (e.g. > 10), then all derivatives for t A¿ t, in
the third term at the right hand side except F(0) may by neglected. Differ-
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entiation of (5.5) with respect to time gives the location of the new, disturbed
maximum as
t = tf-

n ( t t )

F(0)

(5.6)

The variance of the location error is

-at, =

f

(t

-_ t | ) I = : I?(tr)} _

{F(0)}>

(5

.7)

(The bar stands for averaging in time).
Because n(t) has a Gaussian distribution, the n(t) derivative and the location
error a, are also Gaussian. F(0) is a given signal constant, dependent on the
spectral properties of F(t). The higher the frequencies which F(t) contains, the
sharper is the maximum and the larger is the F(0) term, as can easily be seen
from the Fourier transform of F(t).
Assuming that the noise has originally a white spectrum with a variance of
n 2 (t) = ση2 (//V)2 in the bandwidth from 0 H z to 200 Hz, we can express the
variance o t 2 for a given FECG waveform (e.g. the one of Figure 27) with a
peak of 20 ¿MV as:
40
{n(t f )} 2 = 4л 2 °"*Q f

ν* dr

(5.8)

15
1

where ν has the dimension of sec - .
It can be calculated from F(t) in Figure 27 that F(0) = 0.5, so that (5.7) with
(5.8) yields:
ot А* 12.10-5 ση sec.

(5.9)

It means that for example an original variance of (8 ,« ) 2 produces a location
error of 0.3 msec.
The inaccuracy in the location for weak disturbances is appartenly a linear
function of the square root of the noise variance. With the aid of an estimate of
the signal shapes, and optimal filtering techniques, the variance can be made
smaller, although for interpretation of final results an accuracy as calculated in
(5.9) is amply sufficient. For (very) large disturbances the calculation is not
applicable, because the assumption SNR > 10 is no more valid. Of course, the
signal is then subject to large interference so that even coherent averaging (cf.
section 5.5) is no longer practicable within the short observation time of the
a(t) signal, for which the signal properties are constant.
When the disturbance is so large that peak detection is no longer possible, or
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Figure 27. Fitting a parabole to a foe'
tal R-wave to obtain an estimation of the
second derivative of the FECG maximum.

even when the foetal complexes are no more or not yet visible in the abdominal
recording, it is possible (within certain limits) only to be informed of the
presence of foetal ECG's. Then auto- and cross-correlation techniques, after
non-linear amplification of a(t), can indicate the presence of f(t) in a(t) and give
the mean interval T F as well (see chapter VI).

5.5 Elimination of noise and correction for maternal ECG
Noise
Coherent averaging techniques are used to reduce the influence of the noise.
By this procedure, the SNR increases linearly with the number of summed or
averaged complexes F(t). This averaging may be thought to be a convolution
procedure (see Formula 9.1) between pulse series <p(t) and signal a(t) of (5.2):
Τ
Fi(t) = / «PM а(т—t) dr = cp(t) * a(—t)

(5.10)

—Τ
The SNR is increased according to N F = 2 T/T r , i.e. the number of summed
foetal complexes. This, as known, is only true when the noise is stationary and
independent 1 0 . It means, for example, that an original variance of (8 /iV)2,
after averaging of 100 complexes, becomes (0.8 fiV)2.
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Maternal

influence

The simplified formula (5.2) is only usable when discussing the influence of
the noise term n(t) on the location of foetal maxima. Formula (5.1) will be used
for calculation of the maternal ECG disturbance in (5.10) assuming r(t) = 1.
This disturbance can be very large, because of the finite integration time 2T
and the appreciable maternal signal power. Furthermore it might be possible
that the two pulse series /<(t) and φ(ί) are correlated (mathematically, not
physiologically), e.g. by a constant ratio Тщ/Тг = R. When for example R = 2,
then at certain places in the resulting averaged waveform (5.10) there might be
present a strong clustering of maternal signal, which gives rise to a considerably
disturbed baseline.
Coincidence
Signals F(t) and M(t) are generally not orthogonal. It means that the crosscorrelation function between F(t) and M(t) is non-zero:
F(t)~ M(t-r) j= F ( t ) . M(t) = 0

(5.11)

This implies that detection of F(t —1[) is impossible when a maternal ECG
complex concides with a foetal one, even when we use optimal linear filtering
techniques. As a consequence of this it is not possible to obtain a complete pulse
series <p(i). So another pulse series (Figure 28) is computed instead:
(5.12)

<Pi(t)=<P(.t) — fti(t)

where ¿«¡(t) is the pulse series arising from those maternal complexes M(t — tra)
that coincide with foetal complexes F(t — tf), for their QRS parts only.
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Figure 28. Schematic representation of the maternal, /i(t), and foetal, <p(t), pulse series,
(flit) is the non-coinciding foetal pulse series and ,Mi(t) is the coinciding maternal pulse series.

In fact, pulse series ,«¡(1) is a part of both series <p(t) and series ,/((t). Convolution of «^(t) with a(—t) gives:
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FaW = ΨΑ*) " a (—t) = riít) * m (—t) +
h ç.^t) * f ( - t ) 4

7l(t)

-..'- n ( - t )

(5.13)

The first term at the right hand side of this equation can be written as:
M J W = 99,(1) * m(—t) = <p(t) * m(—t) -

/1,(1) * m(—t)

(5.14)

This equation shows the considerable influence of maternal signal in (5.13),
due to the strong correlation between /^(t) and m(t).
Artificial ECG and correction
The influence of the second term in (5.14) will now be calculated. Whereas, in
general, it is true that:
M 2 (t) > F 2 (t) and > n2(t)

(5.15)

it is quite possible to locate maternal maxima, i.e. pulse series /((t), using the
method mentioned in section 5.4, above. Furthermore it is in any case possible
to compute u(t) from a separate maternal lead in which both f(t) and n(t) are
negligibly small.
Convolution between μ(ί) and a(—t) gives the rather noise-free maternal ECG
complex:
M(t) = /i(t) * a(—t)

(5.16)

With (5.16) we can compute an artificial maternal ECG, completely the same
as the one in (5.1) buried in other signals, except for its modulating factor:
m(t) = /<(t) * M(t)

(5.17)

Finally, a convolution procedure between m(t) from (5.17) and 9^(1) from
(5.12) yields:
(t)

9i

* m ( - t ) = Μ,Μ

(5.18)

The results of (5.18), subtracted from those of (5.13) leave:
F(t) = F 2 (t) - M^t) « ^ ( t ) * f ( - t )

(5.19)

In Equation (5.19), the noise term has been neglected. As calculated in para
graph 1 of this section, its variance is:
п Л О = n«(t)/N

(5.20)

where N represents the number of non-coincident foetal ECG-complexes during
the observation time.
F(t), as represented in (5.19), is the final result of the processing method after
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filtering, peak detection, computation of the artificial signal, two-fold coherent
averaging and subtraction. Of course, the result from (5.19) is still inaccurate
when there is a strong modulating factor r(t).
The maternal power has then to be measured instantaneously for every com
plex M(t—t m ) in (5.1) in order to obtain r(t) and the signal m(t) in (5.17) must
be multiplied with this factor. In practice, this procedure has never appeared to
be necessary, since the rest of the maternal disturbance was always smaller than
the remaining noise variance.

5.6 Results of the processing
Figure 24 presents a result of the procedure utilized with an abdominal
FECG; in this record the several signals mentioned can be recognized. It appeared
that abdominal foetal ECG complexes may differ considerably one from the
other. Only occasionally can the cause of an apparently abnormal pattern be
clearly demonstrated.
To give an impression of the improvement of SNR, several averaged foetal
ECG complexes, each for a rather short integration time and taken from one
patient, are plotted in Figure 29.

«ί«Α*Ά*»

(α)

(|j)

Figure 29. Effect of the number of
averaged complexes on the noise variance. The upper curves are 5 averaged
FECG complexes each computed from
the sum of 10 original complexes. The
lower complex is the sum of 100 original
complexes.
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CHAPTER

VI

DETECTION OF THE RR-INTERVAL WITH CORRELATION
TECHNIQUES

6.1 Statement of the problem
When recording the foetal electrocardiogram (I'ECG) from the abdominal
wall of the mother, it is often difficult, during some stages of pregnancy, to find
a regularly occurring R-wave. Different causes have been mentioned (see
chapter II).
During the second half of the pregnancy it may even happen that a good
phonocardiogram can be recorded, although no foetal R-waves are visible in the
abdominal FECG. The reverse, however, is just as easily possible. In such cases
it is of value to find some method that gives more certainty that there is a living
foetal heart present and by which the foetal heart rate can be determined.
A serious problem arises in those recordings in which neither the phono- nor
the electrocardiogram reveals any sign of a living foetal heart or in which much
disturbance is present.
To improve the detection of the foetal signal, one may resort to recording
the FECG over periods of hours. However, even then it is certainly not always
possible to extract information about the foetus by visual inspection.
The fundamental problem is, therefore, to develop a method that will permit
detection of the weak foetal ECG imbedded in a background of disturbing
signals.
For this purpose correlation techniques, commonly used for the detection of
weak signals buried in noise, will be used.
The abdominally recorded electrocardiogram was described in (3.1) as:
a(t) = r(t) {m(t) + f(t) + n(t)}

(6.1)

Figure 22 gives a good example of the signal (6.1).
It is important that the periods T^ and Tj,- (see chapter 5.4) are reasonable
constant during the observation time, since the only information that can be
extracted from a very noisy signal is the mean heart rate of mother and foetus.
The constancy of the RR-interval will appear to be important also with respect
to the gain in SNR following the procedure that will be described below. It will
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further appear that, in order to obtain an optimal discrimination between foetal
signal and the rest of the signal components, the shape of the maternal ECG
should be rather invariant during the processing of the signal. For the present,
the factor r(t) will be taken equal to 1, but its influence will be discussed at the
end of section 6.3.

6.2 Detection procedure
Power density

measurement

Arising from the information about the abdominal signal acquired in chapter
III, a detection procedure has been developed. It will be assumed that the wave
shape of the foetal signal is unknown. The SNR has to be enhanced in favour of
the foetal signal.
Most problems involving the detection of weak signals in the midst of noise,
can be studied by measuring power densities. Decisions about the presence of
f(t) based on the measurement of power densities can also be effected in this
case, provided that one can use some reference signal:
s(t) = m(t) + n(t)
From the difference in power between the original (6.1) and the reference
signal, the decision could then be made if in a(t) a signal f(t) was present or not.
Of course, it is impossible to obtain such a signal s(t) of suitable properties from
the abdomen, with the same signal parameters as present in a(t).
It will be assumed for the moment that the reference signal can be obtained
except for its term n(t). So the reference signal will be:
s(t) = m(t)

(6.2)

A difference power measurement between (6.1) and (6.2), gives uncertain results
now; this is due to the large noise power density, which is determined in a(t) at the
same time. The large effect of the noise-power is mainly caused by the fact
that the weak foetal QRS-complex lasts so short a time in relation to the total
period of the cardiac cycle.
The autocorrelation function of an ECG
Another stochastic signal approach offers possibilities in surmounting these
difficulties: the autocorrelation function (ACF) of a(t) reveals the sum of three
correlation functions:
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С а а (т) = a(t) ."a(t-T) = C mm (T) + С„(т) + С пп (т)

(6.3)

where it is known that С пп (т) is small for τ large enough and it is supposed that
the crossterms Сп,((т) and Ο η ,(τ) are small in relation to Ct[(T).
Since m(t) and f(t) are both almost periodic functions, maxima in С т т ( т )
and Cff(r) are expected for respectively
τ = к T n i and τ = 1 Tf with к and 1 integers.
For τ = kT m or ITf (k and 1 now unequal to zero), generally no maxima will
be expected in С ш ,(т); there is, however, a "residual power" measurable in terms
of С1Ш(т) and the finite integration time (variance).
When, in the τ-domain, a comparative power measurement is taken between
a(t) and s(t), the following can be stated. Maxima in С а а (т) will be measured for
τ = 0, Tf and T m . The first peak is as high as the total power present in a(t), the
second is caused by the maximum in Ctf(t) for τ = Tf and the third by the first
maximum in С т т ( т ) for τ = T m , when Tf < T m < 2 Tf.
In С,в(т) maxima are also observed as τ = 0 and T i n : the first is the total
power of s(t), (a peak for τ = Tf is not present because s(t) lacks any foetal
signal) and the maximum at τ = Тщ is the one caused by the maternal ECG.
Comparison of the two correlation functions finally results in the following
difference: for r = Tf a peak in С,ы(т) and no peak at all in С, ч (т).
The detection procedure can then be summarized as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

recording and filtering of a(t)
"recording" and filtering of s(t)
) will be introduced
j in section 6.3
power measurement in a(t) via the ACF C a a (r)
power measurement in s(t) via the ACF С,5(т)
comparison between С а а (т) and C S 4 (T) for τ яа Tf.

Analyzing the ACF of a (filtered) ECG offers some difficulties, which do not
occur when wholly periodic signals are involved. The computation of an auto
correlation function of a truly periodic signal results in a periodic function. In
contrast, the ACF of an arrhythmic signal as described here yields a function
with decreasing and broadening maxima for increasing т. The peak amplitude
for τ = к Tf in the correlation function С([(т) thus depends on the arrhythmicity
of f(t), indeed, on the distribution of intervals between events in f(t), and on any
interval serial correlation coefficient which might exist.
There is another, more important reason why maxima for r = kTf with к ^ 1
in СГ[(т) can be much smaller than the maximum for Cf[(0).
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When the mean of all present signals equals zero:
a(t) = m(t) = f(t) = n(t) = 0

(6.4)

and further:

J f(t)dt ;

(6.5)

QRS

which means that the averaged QRS-complex of the filtered (foetal) ECG equals
zero, an extra complication appears.
Because of the fluctuation in T f and due to the matter expressed by equation
(6.5) is it now possible that in the vicinity of t = Tf in Сп(т) the correlation
function becomes very small or even zero. This phenomenon is due to the inter
ference of the several products f(t) X f(t—τ) (also remarked by Favret) 2 .
This product, at some т R ; Tf, can reveal positive and negative results when Tf
is subject to change. So, the integral of this product may be zero for some region
around τ — Tf, and the proposed power-difference measurement can be an un
usable procedure.
It is not possible to express the shape of a foetal QRS-complex in simple mathe
matical form; however, the effect of the interference mentioned can be simulated
with a pulse series y(t), which consists of pairs of a positive and a negative Dirac
comb 3 at a constant distance A from each other, whereas the intervals between
the pairs are distributed according to a function g(t), which is for example the
normal distribution (see Figure 30). A is assumed to be small in relation to the
mean interval Tf.
The pulse series can be written as
y(t) = i Σ U(t

- vk + γ)

- «5(t -

Vk

-

yjj

= i ξ (ó lk -

дл)

(6.6)

vk is the phase of the pairs of pulses.

It

arrpl
6,(1)+Bjft)

irr-

Figure 30. Simulation of a series of
foetal QRS-complexes by pairs of posi
tive and negative Dirac combs.

The autocorrelation function of a series of single Dirac combs <5(t) is:
Cae (τ) = 2 2d(t
к 1

— r k ) . ò(t -ν,

—τ)

(6.7)
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which yields maxima for τ = kTf, where
Σ δ(τ — kT f ) = 1

(6.8)

к

The peak for т «s Т г , when the variance of the interval distribution is not too
large, is the distribution function g(T) shifted over τ = Tf.
Similarly, the ACF for y(t) yields:
C y y (τ) = g(T - T t ) -

Ì {g(T-T f + Δ) + g ( T - T t - A) }

(6.9)

It is easy to see from (6.9) that Су (т) -»- 0 when we take lim С у (т).
Thus for small Δ a very small power contribution can be expected for all
peaks in the ACF except for r = 0.
When, however, the squared signal y 2 (t) instead of y(t) is auto-correlated, we
obtain using (6.6):
y»(t) = Ì Σ Σ(δίί - ÒA) ( ^ к 1
= i Σ (<5lt + «52k)

<521)

(6.10)

к

So that for τ « i Tf :
Су2у2(т) = J [g(T - T f ) + 1 {g(T-T f + Δ) + g(T - T f - Δ)}}

(6.11)

For Δ -+ 0 (6.11) becomes around τ = Τ { :
Cy2y2(T) = Ь g(r —T f )

(6.12)

which is a satisfying result, since it appears possible to obtain a peak around
r = Tf, even when the intervals between the pulse pairs are inconstant.

6.3 Envelope of the filtered ECG
It is argued that it is impossible, when using signals of the f(t) type, obeying
(6.5), to determine whether there is a foetal signal present at all.
Yet the τ-domain is pre-eminently suited to perform the power measurement,
since the noise component plays no important role for large т. It appears from
(6.5), that the interference is caused by the fact that some parts of the filtered
QRS-segment have an opposite phase. By squaring the filtered f(t) one acquires a
positive signal f 2 (t). When from the envelope of the new signal, f^t) =
Env {f 2 (t)}, the autocorrelation function is determined, there is no interference
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between positive and negative parts of the signal, because after squaring there
are no signal parts in opposite phase; the expression (6.5) for f^t) is unequal to
zero. The envelope has been taken since only the low frequency part of the
2
signal f (t) is of importance and since the procedure is carried out digitally (see
chapter VIII) and a low sampling rate is desired to allow the whole correlation
function to be computed at least up to τ = T n ,.
The detection procedure from section 6.2 is now extended by
3) square law envelope dectection of a(t) : a^t)
4) square law envelope detection of s(t) : s^t).
Now the ACF will be computed for the signals a^t) and s^t) in points 5)
and 6) of section 6.2:
C^a, (r) = Cf^ (τ) + Cm,m1 (τ) + С п ^ (г)

(6.13)

G i , i (τ) = Citijin, (т)

(6.14)

and

with, when τ is large enough,
AC(T) = С а Л (r) — С

і

(т) « Cf,f, (т) +Cnn 2 (0)

(6.15)

The term C n n 2 (0) is a constant and equal to the square of the noise power. It
has been assumed that the autocorrelation function Сп„(т) is zero for τ large
enough. The variance for finite integration time will be treated in the next
section.
The function Cm m (т) can also be obtained by another method, viz. that of
the crosscorrelation function (CCF) of a^t) and s^t):
C · ^ (τ) = s,(t). a, (t—T)

(6.16)

= m ^ t ) . a^t — τ) « C m ^ j (τ)
The practical advantage of (6.16) over (6.14) is that in (6.13) as well as in
(6.16) the factor 3,(1 — т) occurs, so that only the signal a^t) must be delayed,
whereas in (6.14) the term s^t) also must be delayed.
The procedure is closely related to the well-known fact in the statistical
detection theory, that the optimum receiver for small signals buried in noise is a
square-law detector, followed by an integrator 1 . As similar method has been
found here too; the integration of the auto-product has been replaced by
integration of the cross-product between the signal and its delayed version. The
correlator is here the only possible integrating device, necessary because of the
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unknown noise power and applicable because of the quasi repetitive character
of the foetal signal.
Formula (6.15) is the final result of the detection procedure. The fact that
(6.15) has been acquired by subtraction of Cs s from Ca a instead of the more
plausible method, the ACF of the squared signal
a ( t ) - s ( t ) = f(t) + n(t),
finds its origin in the modulating factor r(t) from (6.1). When there is a multi
plicative disturbance present, (6.1) diminished by (6.2) would give:
a(t) - s(t) = r(t) {m(t) + f(t) + n(t)} - m(t)

(6.17)

The ACF, computed for the squared signal from (6.17), yields among other
things, the term (Cr r — 1) Cm m . This term is unequal to zero, because of the
low frequency properties of the multiplicative noise r(t). On the other hand the
ACF Cm m (τ) of (6.13) is modulated by Cr r (τ). It is statistically, however,
much better to correct for Cr r (t) in the final result, than for r(t) in the original
signal. In practice it was never necessary to carry out such acorrection numerically
since the ACF Cm m (τ) could easily be traced in О а (т) with help of Cs а (τ).

6.4 Practical limitations, variance
In practice the computation of a Formula like (6.13) requires a very large
number of multiplications and integrations for about fifty different delays. Of
course these computations can easily be carried out on a digital computer. How
ever, when the signal is processed in real time a huge installation will be occupied
during all the time that the signal is fed to the computer, which might be a long
period. For that reason a practical realization of the processing equipment is
very important and the advantage of a special purpose computer is obvious.
For this reason an instrument has been developed and constructed based on the
polarity-coincidence correlation method 4 - 7 , described in chapter IX. In the
polarity-coincidence correlator the function
Сху(т)р0І = {sign x(t)} . {sign y(t — τ)}
is computed in place of
C ^ T ) = x ( t ) . y(t - t)

(6.18)
(6.19)

(the "analog" correlation function). By means of auxiliary functions the output
of the polarity-coincidence correlator can be made almost the same as that of
the analog correlator e - 8 .
The use of this correlator is very practical since the ACF and the CCF are
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directly available during and after the integration period, but the detection
procedure can be carried out with other types of correlators as well.
For the rectified or squared signals x(t) and y(t) a new zero level л can be
calculated D.
When it is given that:
C|x' y| (τ)pol = sign {|x| — Я} ". sign Cyl — Я}

(6.20)

and a Gaussian joint distribution applies for χ and y:
г/
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it can be calculated 1 0 that:
C|x| |y| (r)pol = 0

for

The level Я so determined seems to be suited to small foetal SNR's, where
the foetal ECG is invisible in the midst of a noisy background.
For higher SNR's, where it is still impossible to compute the instantaneous
foetal heart rate it seems better to compute the level λ with the method described
in chapter IV, where λ lies at half the peak of the squared foetal ECG. The cor
relator delivers in that case the mean foetal heart rate, computed from a signal
part of length T, where Τ has to be long enough to obtain a clearly visible peak
in the correlation function.
In an ideal recording without much disturbance one obtains in this way
(using the PCCF correlator) a result that is comparable to the expectation den
sity function of the pulse series
Mt) + <P(t)
of chapter V. The only exception is, that the pulses // and φ are no Dirac combs
and that one measures also a peak for τ = 0.
Finite integration time, variance
As a consequence of the always finite integration time Τ for the abdominal
signal the correlation function has never a zero variance. This disturbance super
imposed on the correlation function is mainly due to the finite integration of the
ACF of the noise term n(t) and partly due to the crossterms of f(t) and m(t)
with n(t).
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To gain an impression of the total integration time necessary to obtain a
desired SNR, it will be assumed that the clipping, rectification, smoothing, and
correlation method (PCCF, with or without auxiliary signals) have only a slight
influence — see e.g. (9.12) and (9.13) — on the size of the variance in the
correlation function of the signal a(t), which for the time being is thought to con
sist only of the terms f(t) and n(t).
The SNR's are defined for the input signal as:
SNR n = -«- = — ( t ) Nn
n*(t)

(6.24)

and for the correlator output С.1Я(т) after integration over Τ seconds as
Τ
E '
SNR^

f f(t).f(t-T)dt Γ

)
^г^

^-=
E j

(6.25)
fn(t).n(t-T)dt-CnAr)\

о
with E the expectation operator.
Assuming that the noise has passed a low pass RC filter with bandwidth W =
(RC)- 1 it can be shown that
C n n (r) = N 0 . exp [— W | T | ]

(6.26)

whereas generally it is true " , (9.12) that
Τ
Ν, = ^

f

(Τ - r) C n n 2 (τ) dr

(6.27)

о
so that after evaluation, for small SNR 0 and a large integration time-bandwidth
product:
N, «

NoVWT

(6.28)

For the signal from the correlator we write for Τ large enough and assuming
stationary signal properties:
S, = E { С Л т ) } = С (т)
When it is further assumed that the signal power at τ = Т г is the same as at
τ = 0, then it follows:
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2

S! = С„ (0) = S 0

2

(6.29)

With (6.28) and (6.29), (6.25) becomes:
2

SNRt = v ^ W T

= SNR« . WT

(6.30)

The correlator output SNRj is directly proportional to the integration time.
This is the only parameter that can be used to improve the SNRj, because W is
determined by the signal itself and it would be irrational no to filter out all high
frequency noise components above the signal band, since the input SNR appears
in quadratic form in the variance formula (6.30).
To derive a rough estimate of the integration time for a foetal ECG in a
background of Gaussian noise, we will apply equation (6.30) to some FECG
waveshape with the assumption that all foetal intervals are equal (see Figure 31).
The signal power is then

ςb o - — J L _

- N.QRS

f ал*d t

/ *

A

-

- 3N

QRS

in which QRS is the duration of the QRS-complex and N = Tf/QRS. When the
noise variance for a bandwidth from 0—40 Hz equals N 0 = oa2 then it follows
with a = Α2/ση2, that
SNR 0 = - ° T

η

(6.31)

ampL ,

QRS

NQR5

Figure 31. Schematic representation of
foetal ECG to calculate the variance
after autocorrelation.
QRS is the duration of the QRS-complex
and N Q R S equals the RR-interval T f .

The integration time is, for a practical value of N = 10, with (6.30):
90
1
Τ = ~ S N R , . -γ

(6.32)

If an output SNR of 4 is required it can be calculated that for a = 30, 10, 3,
1, 0.3, 0.1 an integration time of Τ — 100 msec., 0.9 sec, 10 sec, 90 sec, 17 min.,
2.5 hours must be used.
For a directly visible foetal ECG it is necessary that the foetal peak is
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approximately 5 times the noise dispersion, which means that α must be larger
than 25. For the application of an instantaneous heart rate meter this factor
must be even much higher, since the noise power may vary considerably from
moment to moment. The computation of mean foetal heart rates and detection of
weak foetal ECG's can thus be applied practically for 0.25 < α < 100.
This means, with the assumptions and approximations used here, a lower limit
2
for the SNR 0 of about 10- . This limit could be made somewhat lower when,
before processing, knowledge can be gained about the signal shape and a
matched filter used. The use of such a filter, in fact the use of more a priori
information about the signal than only the repetitive character of the foetal
ECG, yields a further improvement of the SNR. See Figure 26 for an example of
the matched filtering.
Assuming a bandwidth of the FECG of 40 Hz and a QRS duration of 50 msec,
it can be calculated using (9.20) that a factor of 4 improvement of the SNR can
be reached. Since in (6.30) we have a squared input SNR, the final improvement
of the optimal filter can be estimated to be roughly 16, which yields a reduction
in the integration time.

6.5 Processing sequence
Following the same order of processing as summarized in section 6.2, the result
(6.15) can now be calculated for the abdominal FECG 1 2 , 1 3 , see Figure 32 and
chapter VIII.
1. The FECG is filtered and recorded with the original signal (Fig. 32(1) and
(2)) and, when available, with a separate maternal ECG m;:"(t) on analog tape.
2. From this tape-recording the envelope of the signal is determined after clip
ping and rectification. Since the maternal ECG, which is much larger in
amplitude, does not give useful information at all in (6.13), all amplitudes
in the maternal filtered ECG of the abdominal signal, that are larger than
the maximal foetal or noise amplitudes are clipped. This clipping is also
convenient with respect to the finite accuracy of the analog equipment used
(32 (3)). The amplitude distribution of a clipped and filtered signal is shown
in Figure 33. The envelope is then determined from this signal after rectifica
tion (32(4) and (5)).
3. The reference signal s 1 (t) will be computed from the latter signal. To this
end the maximum amplitudes of the filtered maternal R-waves are determined
in the original signal a(t). Λ pulse is generated at these locations (32(6)). With
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Figure 32. Processing
sequence
for auto- and crosscorrelation of
foetal electrocardiograms. (See also the block diagram of Figure 54).

these pulses the artificial maternal signal s^t) is now constructed in the same
manner as treated in chapter V (32(7)). Finally we have then available the
signals
a^t) = Env. M t ) }
and
φ) = ιη,ίι) = Env. {m 2 (t)}
while it is known that a(t) as well as m(t) are the filtered and clipped original
abdominal signals.
In Figure 22 an example was given of an original signal a(t) and a reference
signal s(t) associated with it, but without filtering and envelope detection.
4. From a^t) we then compute the ACF, which is represented in Figure 32(8).
The CCF between a^t) and s^t) is shown in Figure 32(9). The difference
between ACF and CCF indicates the presence of a foetal ECG.
In the Figures, explained in the next paragraph, some differences between ACF
and CCF are due to the covariance of the noise as well as to the factor r(t). In
the Figures the normalized correlation function С(т)/С(0) is shown in each case.
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Figure 33. Amplitude distribution of a 20 second part of an
abdominal filtered signal (that of Figure 38) after clipping of
all amplitudes |a(t)| > A.

6.6 Results of the processing
1. Visible foetal

electrocardiogram

For visible foetal ECG's in abdominal signals, however small they may be, the
method described has always met expectation. Figure 34 gives an example.
For illustration, the filtered signal is reproduced in the upper trace. Also the
correlation function, without envelope detection beforehand, is shown. Often the
presence of a maximum in the correlation function of the envelope is so clear
that calculation of the crosscorrelation function (6.16) can be omitted.
Figure 35 gives an example of the ACF as well as the CCF for the same signal
as in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Autocorrelation of
an
abdominal signal with small but still
visible foetal complexes.
(a) shows the filtered signal a(t).
(b) ACF computed from the filtered
a(t) but without envelope detection.
(c) ACF from a(t) after envelope detection. The integration time for both
ACF's was 30 seconds. Note that even
the ACF of the maternal signal in (b)
is very small because of the irregularity in the maternal heart rate.
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Figure 35. Autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions computed for an abdominal FECG.
The functions are computed for the same signal as in Figure 34, but for a longer part of the
recording (5 minutes) Even the fourth foetal complex at 4 T, is discernable.

One can sometimes, in circumstances of almost constant foetal heart rate,
decide without the need for square law detection if a foetal signal has been
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Figure 36 Detection of an abdominal FECG without envelope detection, but with artificial
signal s(t), computed from a(t) Also the subtracted result ΊΟ(τ) is shown. The signal is that
of Figure 34 and the integration time was 10 minutes The difference between the ACF and CCF
for τ m 65 is due to the second foetal peak and the factor r(t).
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present or not. Figure 36 shows how, by means of the auto- and crosscorrelation
of non square law detected signals a(t) and s(t), the presence of a foetal signal
can be decided. For the rest, the benefit of the squaring clearly appears.
2. Invisible foetal electrocardiograms
It is impossible to predict how large an invisible foetal R-wave in an abdominal
recording will be. Only afterwards does the integrated foetal peak in the correlation function give an indication about the original foetal signal power and the
original SNR. It is sometimes important to use the reference signal since one can
then decide, if any foetal signal has been present in the abdominal lead. Thus
it can be determined in an early stage of the computing process whether a
growing maximum in the ACF is a foetal peak or not. Once again, the signal of
Figures 34, 35 and 36 has been taken for illustration.
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Figure 37. Simulation of the S N R improvement of
the detection method by adding noise to the signal a(t).
The two lower traces show respectively the filtered
signal a(t) with noise added to it (a) and the filtered
signal itself (b). The upper curve is a part of the A C F
computed from (a). The integration time was 50 sec.

Gaussian noise has been added to the original signal to simulate the presence
of much noise in the abdominal signal or to simulate small foetal R-waves. When
taking the integration time for the correlation function constant, the results of
Figures 37 and 38 are obtained.
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Figure 39. ACF and CCF of an abdomi
nal signal with invisible foetal R-waves.
(a) the abdominal signal a(t).
(b) a(t) after filtering.
(c) the filtered and clipped signal after
envelope detection.
(d) the artificial signal s(t).
The difference between ACF and CCF
indicates the presence of f(t) in a(t), even
for r = 2 T f . The integration time was
17 minutes.
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In Figure 39 an illustration is given of the method when the foetal complexes
are totally invisible (also after long duration recording)
It therefore appears that it is, in principle, possible to detect weak foetal
ECG's from abdominal leads by computing the autocorrelation function of the
rectified signals.
For visible FECG's the method never fails Also when (much) noise is added
to the abdominal signal (with visible foetal peaks), the presence of a foetal com
plex in the abdominal recording could always be demonstrated, after some in
tegration time.
So, when the abdominal FECG is masked by muscle disturbance the FECG
and, at the same time, the mean heart rate can, in principle, still be traced.
When no R-waves could be seen at all in the abdominal ECG, this method
proved to be useful too, of course within the limits stated above.
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CHAPTER VII
SOME CLINICAL A N D PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE
PROCESSING METHODS

It is the aim of this study to determine the analytical basis for the relationship
between certain measured physiological parameters and the clinical conditions
of foetuses. It is not the aim to discuss in detail the clinical and physiological
aspects of the methods described in other chapters. This has already been done by
others and it is hoped that the material as proposed here will be a further
stimulation for future medical and physiological investigations into the condition
of the unborn child and the functioning of its heart. A quantitative account has
been presented here on which to base an investigation of the correlation between
the foetal 1 and perinatal condition of the child and the results of the information
processing.
Some clinical aspects will be mentioned very briefly to show some represen
tative examples of the results of the processing methods.
7.1 The on-line instantaneous heart rate
Bradycardia and tachycardia as well as irregular heart rares are during birth
thought to be mainly caused by nervous (vagal and sympathical) influence on
the heart muscle resulting in a duration of the foetal RR-interval that changes as
a function of time г . It appears to be important to represent continuously the
instantaneous heart rate (cardiotachogram) by computation of the reciprocal of
the foetal RR-intervals, since the foetal heart rate may alter very suddenly, e.g.
during contraction of the uterine muscle. This alteration describes some function
of the underlying processes, which control the rate as for example baroceptor
activity 3 . It is thus important to measure each interbeat interval separately so
that rapidly varying information is not destroyed.
Foetal distress l can be accompanied by abnormal patterns in the foetal
cardiotachogram, although foetal distress is an entity which is very difficult to
define because of the inaccessible nature of the foetus itself. It has been shown
that such distress might be caused by compression of the umbilical cord 5 , by a
high intra-uterine tension, by alterations in the exchange of oxygen and carbondioxyde between mother and foetus, resulting in a lowering p H and changing
blood gas values 6 , 7 .
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Figure 40. Part of a foetal cardiotachogram, computed from abdominal FECG during birth.
The filtered abdominal FECG is shown in the lower trace.

Figure 40 shows an apparently normal cardiotachogram, recorded with abdominal electrodes during birth. Note that foetal heart rate can be traced instantaneously, although many foetal R-waves are masked by maternal QRScomplexes.
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Figure 41. Part of an abnormal foetal cardiotachogram computed from FECG recorded with
scalp electrode. Note the reducing basic heart rate and the tachycardial patterns. On the top
of these patterns are seen irregularities, shown enlarged in the same Figure. The filtered FECG
is shown in the lower trace.

Trends in foetal cardiotachograms may give an indication of developing
foetal distress. Figure 41 gives a part of a record in which the patterns of
bradycardia during contractions were gradually changing into patterns of tachycardia (shown in the Figure), whereas the basic heart rhythm was continuously
reducing. At the top of some of these tachycardial bursts some irregularities are
superimposed on the basic heart rate, giving an indication of an instability in
the nervous control of the foetal heart (inset). It can further be noted that
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the heart rate became more uncontrolled i.e. more stable between contractions
than before. An example of extrasystoles superimposed on an apparently normal
basic rhythm during delivery is illustrated in Figure 42. The methods described in
chapter IV (the computation of a reliable RR-interval by comparison of sequen
tial foetal RR-intervals) would now certainly not result in the heart rate curve as
shown in this Figure, so it was necessary to switch off the memory function of
the instrument (the lock-in property). Figure 43 shows a part of a foetal cardiotachogram during uterine contractions in which a regular heart rate can be
seen instead of bradycardia.

Figure 42. Part of a normal basic foetal cardiotachogram, computed from a scalp lead FECG.
Superimposed on the bradycardia! patterns arc extra-systolic intervals. The comparative method
was no longer usable in this case because of the large fluctuations from beat to beat (see also
Figure 51). The lower trace is the filtered FECG.
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Figure 43. Part of a foetal cardiotachogram from scalp leads. Instead of bradycardia during
uterine contractions the heart rate becomes regular. The upper trace shows the unfiltered FECG.
During contractions much more low frequency disturbance is present in the original signal.
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During pregnancy it is quite easy to follow the instantaneous foetal heart rate
with abdominal leads (as shown in Figure 40), when the foetal QRS-complex
is clearly visible since then no uterine contractions, muscle disturbances or maternal movements hamper the recording of the foetal ECG, so that the SNR is not
influenced by external factors. During some stages of the pregnancy it is thus
possible to investigate foetal responses for instance to drugs given to the mother.
The condition of the foetus can be followed by this method in cases of complicated pregnancies too.

7.2 The foetal PQRST-complex
No matter what is the stage of pregnancy, whenever the foetal SNR is sufficiently high (see chapter V), it is wholly feasible to compute the shape of the
foetal PQRST-complex from abdominal recordings. This will, however, not always reveal useful information for the obstetrician since for instance some congenital malformations of the heart, possibly correlated with the shape of the
FECG complex, have mostly no consequences for obstetrical practice. It might
however be worthwile that the obstetrician knows in advance that some complications with the child could occur during birth or that an abnormal foetal
heart rate might be originating from such abnormalities.
At birth sometimes a change can be seen in the shape of the FECG complex;
during foetal distress such a change may be caused by pathological alterations in
the de- and repolarization of the cardiac muscle, for instance caused by a
diminished oxygen flow in the placental circulation. This can result in alterations
in the ST-T complex and a prolonged RR-interval. Figure 3 shows an example

(0

(d)

Figure 44. (a) — (d) are examples of FECG
complexes computed from scalp lead recordings
of different patients. All results are the sum of
100 original complexes.
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of the latter. Figure 44 gives some examples of FECG complexes computed from
scalp lead recordings.

Figure 45. (a) — (d) are examples of FECG
complexes computed from abdominal recordings
of different patients. The results are computed
from 100 complexes.
Note the different shapes that might be obtained.

During pregnancy many possible wave shapes can be discerned for different
patients, dependent on the position of the abdominal electrodes in relation to the
foetal heart (see chapter II). The wave-form generated in any lead can be thought
to be a projection of a spatial foetal vectorcardiogram on the plane that is
defined by the chosen electrode positions. Although amplitude relationships are
not valid in these leads, unless some a priori information is acquired about the
position of the child, the conduction time information present in the PQRST
wave form remains of value and largely independent of the electrode positions.
The durations of the atrial and ventricle complexes as well as the conduction
times between sino-auricular and atrio-ventricular nodes increase with the
duration of the pregnancy. This results in small P-waves and short PR-intervals
early in pregnancy and often notched QRS-complexes at later stages, the latter
probably caused by unequal conduction times of the excitation pulse in the
branches of the bundle of His-Tawara.
The repolarization wave, which is the main source of low frequency components as compared with the other parts of the ECG complex, is nearly always
filtered out largely by the tissues between the foetal heart and the recording
electrodes (see chapter II). Only sometimes can a clear T-wave be discerned.
Figure 45 shows four examples of abdominal FECG complexes recorded during
pregnancy in which some of the peculiarities mentioned above are visible.
Using intra-uterine electrodes 8 (brought into the uterus after a transabdominal
puncture for purpose of intra-uterine pressure recording) the SNR is much
better.
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Figure 46. Series of averaged FECG complexes com
puted from intra-uterine leads. The time lapse between
the complexes was about one hour.

Figure 46 shows a series FECG complexes computed from these trans-abdo
minal leads. The foetus changed its position below the electrodes during the
recording of this FECG so that the projection of the foetal VCG onto the lead
plane altered as a function of time.
Congenital malformations of the heart having consequences for the electric
field potential generated by the heart can be detected by this procedure (see
Figure 45c and d) and its development can be followed during pregnancy, when
the SNR has become large enough to apply the processing method.

7.3 The mean RR-interval
When the additive noise component is too strongly present in the signal, it is
no longer possible to compute the foetal heart rate instantaneously. A reliable
result cannot then be acquired, even when sequential intervals are compared
with each other. This is the case when 2 log β (see Figure 19) is large. In chapter
VI several results of auto- and crosscorrelation functions have been shown, by
which it became clear that even in a noisy environment it is still possible to trace
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the mean foetal heart rate. With a continuous display of the running correlation
function of the preprocessed abdominal signal and integration over short time (by
RC-circuitry) one can follow continuously the change in the mean foetal heart
rate.
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Figure 47. A series of autocorrelation functions,
subsequently computed from 20 second parts of an
abdominal FECG. Parts of the filtered original signal
are also shown.

Figure 47 shows a series of autocorrelation functions after envelope detection
of the rectified and filtered abdominal FECG. The peak for τ A¿ Tf (the foetal
RR-interval) changes gradually as a function of real time. The time constant for
each integrator was 20 seconds, whereas the functions have been plotted every
30 seconds.
It is quite possible to follow the mean foetal heart rate in those cases where it is
desired to detect any trend in the mean RR-interval. This may be important in
seriously complicated pregnancies or as a help in the investigations of the long
term influence of drugs.
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7.4 Irregularities in foetal RR-intervals
Many processing methods can be de\'ised to obtain an insight in the instability
of the foetal heart rate. In one of the preceding sections (7.1) an on-line method
was described by which the foetal RR-intervals were represented as a function
of time (the foetal cardiotachogram) and in chapter III two interval distributions
(histograms) were given for signal parts recorded during birth. Whereas the first
method gives a signal as a function of real time (the cardiotachogram), all time
information is lost with the second representation. Even the variance around the
mean of the histogram gives no measure of the short term irregularity of the
heart rate, since a broad histogram might also be caused by slowly changing RRintervals. The advantage of second order interval distributions (also called scatter
diagrams) for N sequential intervals lies in the fact that the interval information
is condensed into a single picture in which still some relationship with the time
domain is kept.
Serial correlation coefficients can also easily be calculated for such distributions
to produce a quantitative measure of the irregularity of the heart (see chapter VIII
for definition and practical realization).
The ordering (correlation) or randomness can also be tested by comparison
of the original second order interval distribution with a second order distribution
of the N shuffled intervals. This shuffling can be crrned out for instance by
using random number tables, but for small N it is desired that all present intervals
are utilized but only once, in order to compare the obtained result with the
original unshuffled data. To this end a shuffling procedure has been developed
for N intervals, with N a power of two.
Although such second order interval distributions offer advantages in information compression one has, taking many intervals during a lonr. observation
time, still the disadvantage, that the phenomenon of short term irregularity is
masked when the mean RR-interval changes gradually. This causes the serial correlation coefficients to say nearly nothing about short term irregularities. For
that reason all intervals are first normalized by division by the preceding interval, so that instead of the interval itself its percentage fluctuation is used (see
chapter VIII for definition).
One can compute then another histogram: that of the percent fluctuations.
The latter histogram can then again be compared with a histogram of intervals
that has been computed after shuffling, to obtain an impression of the kind of
instability of the foetal heart rate.
The variance of these interval distributions gives a quantitative measure for the
irregularity of the heart. Of course this variance is related to the variance of the
earlier described second order intervals, which is indicated in chapter VIII.
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Figure 48. (See page 91). Some representations of a series of 512 sequential foetal RR-intervals
by compression of the information into one picture. The RR-intervals have been measured from
a foetal ECG, recorded during delivery with a scalp electrode.
1.1.
l.II.

l.III.
l.IV.
I.V.

The lengths of the 512 intervals Τ ; (ordinate) as a function of number. Note the brady
cardia! patterns with irregularities.
Second order interval distribution for sequential intervals T¡ and TV , . All scales
have a length of 1.0 second. The pattern can easily be fitted with a regression line
through the origin. This is possible because of the gradual changes (the bradycardia)
in the heart rate. For that reason a correlation coefficient gives no information
about the short term irregularity. The distance between the brightest dots along axes
is 100 msec.
Same as l.II. for Τ ; and T J 4 .,.
Same as l . I I . for Ύί and Т ^ " 7 .
Same as l.II. for shuffled intervals.

2.1.

2

2

The angle 9 ^ = arctg(T j + /Tj) and the modulus r2 = ( T ; + T i + ) as a function
of number. Note the rather stable çysignal and the resemblance between the modulus
г( and Tj in 1.1.
2.II.
Transformation of l.II. from Cartesian coordinates T. and T ¡ + to polar coordinates
ijij (ordinate) and r (abscissa).
2.Ш—V. Same as 2.II. for l . I I I — V .
3.1.

The interval histogram of 1.1. or the projection of l.II.—I.V. on the T- — or T i i k —
axes. The maximum N is reached for Т ( = 0.475 sec and indicated in the Figure.
3.II—V. The projections of 2.II—V. on the <p-axis. The maxima are reached for φ = π/4 and
indicated in the Figures. Note the narrow histogram 3.II., a measure for the short term
irregularity in the heart rate although 3.1 is very broad.
4.1.
The lengths of the 512 RR-intervals as a function of number after shuffling.
4.II—V. The projections of 2.II—2.V on the r-axis. The lengths of the abscissae are j/2 second
and the maxima of the histograms are indicated in the Figures. Note the resemblance
between 3.1. and 4.II.

Figure 49. (Sec first row on page 92). Same notation as Figure 48.
Severe bradycardia during labour. Note the stable çysignal in 2.1. and the narrow histogram
3.II.

Figure 50. (See second row on page 92). Same notation as Figure 48.
Normal heart rate with slight bradycardia during labour. There are nearly no short term irregularities. This can be seen from the φ--signal in 2.1. and the very narrow histogram in 3.II.

Figure 51. (See third row on page 92). Same notation as Figure 48.
Bradycardia with extrasystoles during labour.
From 2.1. it is remarkable that the çPj-signal is very irregular, whereas the r.-signal is different
from 1.1. Note the broad φί histogram in 3.II.
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The Figures 48—51 show histograms and distributions for four different kinds
of heart irregularity, recorded during delivery, of which the cardiotachograms are
shown in the same Figures. Figure 48 shows also the second order interval distri
butions for these intervals as well as for the shuffled distributions and shows
finally the histograms, computed after normalization for subsequent and shuffled
intervals.
As stated in the Introduction (chapter I) a physiological process is often very
complex so that much information is needed for its understanding and for the
interpretation of the signals that flow from it to the outside world. This offers
difficulties in practice since far from all desirable information can be acquired.
Consequently, it is difficult to acquire much information about the condition
of the unborn child, and that only with great effort. The FECG is one of the few
signals that can be recorded continuously during pregnancy and delivery and this
is one of the main reasons that the processing of foetal electrocardiograms is
valuable in obtaining insight into the condition of the foetus. But it must be
stressed that this is only true when the results are carefully examined and in
vestigations undertaken to correlare them with other available information about
the foetus. For this purpose various procedures are very well suited such as: bio
chemical evaluation before and during delivery (e.g. Saling's method), intra
uterine pressure recordings, foetal phonocardiograms and ultrasonic techniques.
Of course it is very valuabh to follow the neonatal condition of the child and
to relate it to the condition in utero β " 1 0 .
Taking into account the difficulties of information acquisition and interpre
tation in the intensive care of adults one can readily imagine that this holds even
more for the distressed foetus. This is the reason why especially from both
medical — obstetrical and cardiologicpl — and physiological sides much research
is still needed for з better vrdersranding of the few signals that can be recorded
from the unborn child during pregnancy and delivery.
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CHAPTER V i l i
THE PROCESSING OF THE FECG IN PRACTICE

In this chapter the practical set-up for the processing of the foetal ECG by
analog, hybrid and digital equipment will be outlined briefly.
While for the detection of the instantaneous heart rate it is demanded that
the results are available in real-time, for computation of the undistorted foetal
ECG complex during pregnancy there is no need to present the results of the
processing on-line. This is the reason that for the presentation of the foetal RRinterval a method has been sought, realized in an instrument with a high degree
of automation, which utilizes only a small part of the signal and accepts all kinds
of abdominal-, scalp- and intra-uterine foetal waveforms as well as phonocardiograms or even preprocessed ultrasonic doppler signals. As far as the off-line
computation of the noise-free FECG waveform is concerned, it is possible to
optimize for every separate problem the detection level and the filtering method,
as well as the choice of signal parts to be processed etc.; but in this situation the
level of automation is lower than in the first case.
Some further detailed information will now be given about the block diagrams
and the processing schemes to achieve the methods explained analytically in
chapters IV to VII, to provide an impression of the amount of computation to be
done and the equipment needed. It is stressed that it is very useful to pre-process
the physiological signals as far as can be done by hybrid or special purpose computers so that the programming of and computations in the general purpose digital computer itself can be limited. The use of the digital computer is of course
very dependent on the kind of machine available.

8.1 The instantaneous foetal heart rate
The flow diagram for the on-line processing of foetal ECG's to obtain the
instantaneous RR-interval has been given in Figure 16. A block diagram of the
instrument that carries out the computations will now be discussed; see Figure 52.
The instrument is constructed with logic elements such as flip-flops, gates and
so on for its digital part which is completely controlled by clock pulses, so that
dissimilar internal delays give no difficulties 1 .
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Figure 52. Block diagram for the extrac
tion of correct foetal RR-intervals from
a noisy abdominal pulse sequence from
P, (see Figure 15).
The diagram is a practical realization
of the flow diagram in Figure 16.

The analog signals are converted to a single pulse series in a hybrid part of the
equipment, which consists of filters, automatic gain control circuitry, comparators
for threshold detection, pulse shapers and delaying monostable multivibrators
(see Figure 15).
The digital part operates as follows.
Register Л is a nine bit counter unit which measures a foetal RR-interval T F .
The register A continuously counts the pulses from a generator Gl (320 Hz) and
is reset every time that a pulse arises from V1 (see chapter IV and Figure 15).
It also sends a blocking signal to V1 for 0.200 second after resetting. Besides the
main counter, A contains two parallel counters A" and A", to provide the ap
propriate time window for the interval Tp. The contents of the interval preceding
+
T|.·, have been stored in register C: when A (a counter that runs a fraction of
AA/A faster than counter A) equals the contents of register C, a pulse is given
to open gate P 2 . When the contents of A " (which runs the same fraction slower)
equal that of С and when in the mean time no pulse came from P,, the gate P.,
is closed. The gate P2 is also closed at the instant, during the time between the
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setting and resetting of Pj (the window), when a pulse arises from P,. The basic
frequencies for A ' and A are respectively (A + A A) 'A and (A—A A)/A times
320 Hz. A normal value for A A is A/10, which will be used in explaining the
following aspect of the operation.
Register B. Register В takes over the state of A via P2, just before A will be
reset, provided that (see chapter IV):
0.9 T F . ^ T F . ^ < 1 . 1 T F

(8.1),

I

The contents of В are available as a voltage via an Analog to Digital converter
or as a direct output for punching or printing.
Register C. This has the same function as B, without the condition (8.1). The
requirement for the shift of A into С is now however:
0.55 T F ¡

^TF

Ì + 1

<1.8T

(8.2)

F I

the relation being determined by P3, which follows very large deviations from a
basic instantaneous foetal heart rate.
When 8 times a pulse has arisen from Pj and no shift from A into С has taken
place, the 9th interval is always carried into memory C. Indeed, during these 8
pulse intervals the instantaneous foetal heart rate might have changed so con
siderably, that the unequality (8.2) would never again be applicable, so that all
measurements would stop once and for all. Such a safety procedure is also
necessary for the start up period of the instrument. A 3 bit counter takes care
of it.
Register D is another 9-bit counter that continuously counts the pulses from
generator G2 (96 kHz). Its function is to compute the reciprocal value of the
time, present in B. As soon as the contents of D are the same as those of B, D
will be reset to zero (via P J . In fact P 4 repeates very fast the foetal pulse rate and
E simulates the measurement carried out by register A, and offers some kind of
time compression.
Register E. This register is a decimal counter which counts the reset commands
of D from P 4 during the dead time (0.200 second) after a pulse from P ^ It can
be proved simply, that after this counting, the foetal heart rate is computed in E
in beats per minute, from the instantaneously measured RR-interval. The contents
of В can be written after measurement of Ύρ: В = 320 T F , so that during an
interval of 0.200 second in E can be measured:
(dead time) X (freq. of G a ) _
_
(freq. of G,) X T F

0.200 X 96.000
320 X T F

_ 60
TF

_

.
p U

(8·3)
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This last number equals exactly the foetal heart rate per beat in beats per
minute, computed from the reciprocal value of TV.
Register F takes over the state of E after counting. By means of a decoding
matrix and indicator tubes the contents of F are rep:e:enied as a number, the
foetal heart rate.
When for G 2 a frequency of 960 kHz is chosen, the register F can even be
omitted, since computation of бО/Т is now carried out in 0.02 second, which is
amply sufficient for reading the status of the indicator tubes from register E
itself in the rest of the free time during the following interval Tp·.
Practical use
The use of the instrument is very simple, owing to the nearly complete
automation, since only for abdominal foetal ECG's is a choice involved of the
detection level VF (see chapter IV). Foetal phonocardiograms can also be
processed by the instrument, although the interval accuracy of a measurement
with heart sounds is much lower than with R-waves. This is caused by the fact
that the envelope of the phonocardiogram has mostly very low frequency
contents.

8.2 Foetal ECG waveforms
A processing scheme for the computation of foetal ECG waveforms is
represented in Figure 53, a practical realization of the general diagram of
Figure 25.
The possible locations of foetal R-waves are predicted by the window similar
to that treated in chapter IV and 8.1, where it was used for a reliable computation
of RR-intervals. The detection of both the foetal and maternal R-waves con
sists here of four stages: filtering of the signals, level detection, analog gating
and zero crossing detection after differentiation (or determination of maxima).
In this way the maxima of foetal and maternal ECG-complexes are computed.
Since we do not want to detect foetal pulses that coincided with maternal ones,
it is decided that a foetal R-wave was present only when it falls outside + T/2
from a detected maternal pulse. This time Τ can be optimized for each signal,
and needs not be specifically 110 msec as for the interval computation (see
Figure 15).
Since we know the locations of maternal QRS-complexes from the abdominal
record or a separate maternal signal m::"(t), it is possible to construct the artificial
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maternal ECG m(t). To this end an appropriate sampling rate and delay is
chosen so that the sum of a number of maternal complexes can be stored in an
average response computer (ARC2 in Figure 53).
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Figure 53. Block diagram for the computation of the FECG wave-form (see for comparison
the general detection scheme of Figure 25).

When the ARC2 is triggered next by the same maternal pulse series and the
instrument is read out via a Digital to Analog converter, we obtain the artificial
ECG of Figure 22. The ARC2 is in fact used as a function generator yielding
m(t).
This signal is normally stored temporarily on tape together with the original
signal a(t) and subsequently processed in the same ARC2. But in Figure 53 we
assume for simplicity that we use two ARC's, as also can be done in practice.
The signal, together with that from ARC2, is fed to ARCI which is then
triggered by the foetal pulse series. At the end of the processing we obtain the
uncorrected foetal ECG, Fo(t), and its correction, Mi(t), from the maternal ECG
(see (5.13) and (5.18)).
In the same manner we can compute the means of the maternal ECG's, M 0 (t)
and M a (t), from the original and the artificial signals (see Figure 24 c,d and f,g).
After this data reduction and preprocessing, the signals are fed to the digital
computer, in which the phase- and amplitude correction is performed.
This amplitude correction α is computed from the relation
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а

_

J,

~

Σ МДі.)

(8.4)

Hereafter the phase т а is computed from the minimum of the function
*(T) = ^ | M 0 ( t 1 ) - a M 1 ( t 1 - T ) } «

(8.5)

which is reached for τ = т а .
The final corrected foetal ECG waveshape is then:
F(t) = F 2 (t) -

aY, (t -

т.)

(8.6)

which is represented in Figure 24e.

8.3 Auto- and crosscorrelation after envelope detection
The computation of the ACF and CCF of abdominal FECG's is done accord
ing to Figure 54. After filtering the signal a(t) is clipped, rectified and low-pass
filtered, so that the envelope is obtained. The cut-off frequency of the envelope
filter is at 25 Hz and it has a slope of 18 dB/oct. The artificial signal is con
structed by feeding the signal envelope to an ARC after delaying. When a good
estimation of one complex of the undistorted maternal signal envelope is obtained,
both the output of the ARC and the signal envelope are fed into the correlator.
In this instrument the signals are auto- and crosscorrelated. The correlator itself
will be briefly outlined in the following (see Figure 55).
CUPPING
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ηεσι
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ACF H I
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Figure 54 Block diagram for the com
putation of the autocorrelation function
(ACF) and crosscorrelation
function
(CCF) from abdominal FECG's
The numericals between brackets refer to
Figure 32
For detector see Figure 53 and for cor
relator Figure 55

It is constructed from three basic sections, all completely identical 2 . The
signal Xj is fed to unit S„ where it is sampled. In fact the sampler consists of an
adder, in which the signal Xj is added to an auxiliary signal h, or h2, and a hard
limiter. The signal sign {x, + hj} thus acquired is then delayed in a shift register
with units SR. The SR outputs are multiplied with the undelayed signal
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Figure 55. Basic scheme for the correlator
described in section 8.3. In S the signal is sam
pled and H generates the auxiliary signals. D,
Pu and PI refer to CRT-display, punch and
plotter respectively.

sign {x2 + h 2 } in moduIo-2 adders. Finally the product is integrated over a short
or a long time.
These integrations are respectively carried out by RC-cir'cuitry with ad
justable time constants and by parallel 20 bit counters. The memory can be read
out by a scanner and displayed on a CRT screen or be printed, punched or
plotted. The sampling rate can be chosen from dividers following a crystal
oscillator or be programmed from an external generator. The auxiliary signals
are also clocked by the sampling frequency. When only one auxiliary signal is
chosen we obtain, instead of the true correlation function, the relay correlation
function. An auxiliary signal is generated by dividers and a D/A converter so
that we obtain an uniform distribution, whereas the signal itself has an as high as
possible frequency content (see Figure 56). It can be proved that for most appli
cations a quantization degree of 16 levels is amply sufficient. The correlator is
usable for all kinds of correlation problems because of its general set-up and its
application is thus not only restricted to the processing of FECG's.

m ni m m
Figure 56. Shape of an auxiliary signal for the
correlator with 16 quantization levels. See for
the construction of it Figure 57.
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8.4 Observations of multiple RR-intervals
A series of sequential measurements of foetal RR-intervals can be condensed
to some form of interval distribution (histogram) or to a second order distribu
tion for subsequent intervals, to obtain a visible result of the information com
pression (see Figures 48—51). For the latter distributions normalized serial
correlation coefficients can be calculated with (9.11) as

е*(к)= Σ (Τ,-Τ) (Т 1 + к -Т)/ Σ (Τ,

Τ)

2

(8.7)
ϊ=ι
/i = ι
th
in which «^(k) is the k correlation coefficient for a total of N intervals and
1
lh
where the i' ' interval lies к—1 intervals apart from the (i + k ) interval. These
intervals can be combined in the second order distribution density function
mentioned above (T is the mean of all intervals T,). In this way one obtains not
only an impression of the stability of the foetal heart rate by the picture of the
distribution function but one acquires also a numerical answer, which is corre
lated with the shape of the distribution function.
After randomizing or reordering of all intervals the histogram is unaltered
of course but the second order distribution then generally has a completely
different shape and the correlation coefficient is zero. The randomizing is done
utilizing a shuffling table, which has been devised for N intervals, with N a
power of two, in order that this table can easily be extended, dependent on the
number of available RR-intervals. All measured intervals are then only used
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Figure 57. Construction by hard
ware of the shuffling table for the
reordering of N = 2 n RR-inter
vals.
The auxiliary signal h(t) of Figure
56 for η = 4 can be acquired
from the side counter.
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but once. The table has been constructed by the mixing of two uniform density
functions, of which the first one consists of all natural numbers from 1 up to
and including N = 2n and the second one is comparable with the function as
shown in Figure 56, but now for N levels instead of 16. The table itself is shown
in Figure 57 for N = 512, where it is thought to be generated by hardware.
Naturally, in practice it is done by a software program. To overcome the effect
of a gradually changing heart rate on the second order distribution function, a
further procedure is developed to obtain insight in the short term irregularity of
the heart beat. Instead of using the intervals T¡ the percentage fluctuation #¡ of
this interval is defined as
0, =T 1 /T 1 _ 1

(8.8)

so that all intervals Tj are normalized according to the immediately preceding
interval. #j can also be expressed in terms of the second order distribution, for
which <pi is the angle between the abscissa and the point (T,-!, T;), so that
*« = tgfa)

(8.9)

In fact the second order distribution with cartesian coordinates (x, y) is
transformed to polar coordinates (φ,τ) with r, the length of the vector (x;, y¡).
Just as the interval histogram is a projection of the second order distribution on
the x- or y-axis, the fluctuations φ-, and the vector length Γ; can also be plotted
in histograms, a projection of the (φ, r) distribution on the i^-axis and the r-axis.
This has the advantage that in the 99-histogram now no effect is seen due to a
gradual slope in the cardiotachogram. The abscissa of the histogram of fluctua
tions is then expressed in degrees from 0 to л/2 because of relation (8.9) with a
maximum at π/4.
The formula (8.8) can also be applied to the shuffled series of intervals T¡
which gives an impression of the total variation in the present RR-intervals T¡.
Several results of the shuffling and normalization were shown in the Figures
48—51. The time window P 2 from chapter IV is now comparable with a window
in the histograms for fluctuations between arctg 0.9 and arctg. 1.1.
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CHAPTER IX
APPENDIX
Basic theory of statistical processing methods

1.

Convolution
The convolution between two time series x(t) and h(t) is defined a s 1 :

Τ

y(t) =

lim

f x(t) h(t — T)dT = x(t) * h(t)

(9.1)

—τ
This is the basic formula, that can be applied, to describe sampling, filtering,
correlation, coherent averaging, interpolation, prediction etcetera. It can be
interpreted as the effect of a linear operator Η (the Fourier transform of h)
on the signal X (the transform of x).
When the signals are processed digitally, the formula has to be rewritten
for discrete signals:
Уі =

N
lim zft Σ Xk h¡_ k = x¡ * h¡
N-><»
k = —N

(9.2)

The sampled signal x¡ can be computed from the band limited signal x(t) by
convolution of x(t) with a series of Dirac pulses:
Τ
lim f x(r) <5(t — ϊΑτ) άτ = x(t) * (5,
(9.3)
T->oo J
—Ύ
where <5(t) = 1 for t = 0 and elsewhere zero and Ατ is the Nyquist sampling
interval.
x¡ =

Smoothing
In several circumstances (computation of the derivate, power spectrum estima
tion from the correlation function) the signals must be smoothed, either before
digital processing or in the computer itself. The reasons for smoothing are the
presence of unwanted high frequencies or the effect of a finite signal length
which leads to uncertainties in spectral estimates.
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The smoothing can be thought either as a multiplication in the frequency
domain or as a convolution in the time domain.
It is only a matter of elegance and computing time, in what domain the
filtering is performed. The smoothing can be carried out by specially developed
or generally accepted smoothing filters or "windows" '. The widely used "Ham
ming" window is written for continuous signals (in the time domain) as:
h(t) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos ^ , 't! ^ Τ

= 0

(9.4)

|t| > τ

with Τ the length of the signal part. For discrete signals with convolution in the
frequency domain the window is:
H¡ = 0.23, 0.54, 0.23

i = —1,0,-1

(9.5)

2. Correlation, covariance
The crosscorrelation function (CCF) between two signals x(t) and y(t) is
written for continuous signals 2 as:

CIV(T) =

lim

~

T

/

x(t) . y(t -

T)dt

= x(t) . y(t -

τ)

(9.6)

—Τ
For ergodic signals this expression can also be written in terms of the second
order probability density function for the ensemble elements x t and y t _ r 2 :

CXV(T) =

oo
r "·
// x t · Yt-r

· f(xt.

Yt-τ)

dxtdyt_T

(9.7)

with f (χ, y) the joint distribution function of χ and y. For some cases (9.6) can be
simplified to 3 :
CxyWpo, = sign{x(t)} sign{y(t — τ)}

(9.8)

• ι · г , о
/ + 1 for x(t) > 0
with sign{x(t)} = ^
)
4
— 1 for x(t) <¡ 0
СХу(т)р0і is called the polarity coincidence correlation function (PCCF).
The relation between С х л (т) and С х> (т)р 0І is for ergodic signals with a joint
Gaussian amplitude density distribution and zero means (see 3 or 4 ) .
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f ( x , y )

=
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(л~
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^

2

(

1

1
/χ
2
— ο) IV

ρ = ρ ΙΥ (τ) = - ^ 2

xv
^"ν

ν
2
"ν ;

= sin \-2 C x v ( r ) p o I J

(9.9)

2

with σ χ and o y the variances of x(t) and y(t).
When the signals are not Gaussian distributed, it is still possible to use the
simple computational formula (9.8) although for most cases an analytical expres
sion like (9.9) is not so very simple to obtain (see chapter VI for an example of
this).
For all types of joint distributions of the input signals to the correlator it is
possible to use a polarity correlator, provided that beforehand certain indepen
dent auxiliary signals h ^ t ) and h 2 (t) are added to the statistical variables x(t)
and y(t) (see 4 ~ 7 ) . In such cases it can be derived simply that
Cxy(T) = a . C x + h i > y+h2Wpol

(9.10)

where h 1 (t) and h 2 (t) each have an uniform amplitude density
zero mean and α is a constant, dependent on the second
distribution functions of the signals. The maximal amplitudes
have to be larger than the maximum amplitudes in the signals
pectively.

distribution with
moments of the
of h^t) and h 2 (t)
x(t) and y(t) res

For discrete signals (9.6) may be written as
α,ν(ι.Λτ)=

1

hm

N

—

N ^ o o ¿IN -I- 1

Xk -Ук-і = Хк-Ук-!

Σ
_

(9.11)

N

С,у(і/Іт) is exactly the sampled continuous correlation function (9.6).
To get an idea of the effect of the correlation process on the signals, e.g. in
SNR terms, it is desired to obtain an expression of the variance in the correlation
function as a function of integration time and delay τ. It has been shown by
Bendat 8 , that for the finite correlation function, integrated over Τ seconds:
С
j x(t). y(t — T)dt

1
Q y : : "W = f

0
the variance can be written as
о^

2
(Τ. Τ) = £

Τ
/ (Τ - ν) [ Р х Д т , ν) -

0

С х Д т ) ] d»

по
with Ρ Χ7 (τ,ν) a function of the input variables:
P*y2 (*, ») = x(t) · y(t — τ) . x(t — v) . y(t — ν — τ)
for which it is required to know the fourth order distribution function of the
variables.
For a crosscorrelation
Ciy(T) « 0 it follows that

С х у *(т) and for

function

those τ-values

where

Τ
2_
σ ι ν ·(τ, Τ) = 1*2
4

/ (Τ - r) C x x ( r ) C y y W d v

(9.12)

0

Under the same assumptions it can be derived for the PCCF
8
σ*ν2 (т, T)p 0 l = —j^r

Τ
/'
/ (Τ — ν) {aresin ρχχ(ν)}

9

that

{aresin ργγ(ν)} dv

(9.13)

О

when the signals x(t) and y(t) have a Gaussian joint distribution. The last
expression gives only a slightly greater variance than (9.12).

3. Matched

filtering

When a signal x 0 (t) of known waveshape is buried in white Gaussian noise
n 0 (t), a filter can be devised, that has an output x^t), which best fits, in least
squares terms, with the signal Xo(t). Such filters are commonly called optimal or
matched filters, in the sense that the output waveform is matched with the
known signal.
It appears that the impulse response h(t) of such a filter coincides exactly with
the signal shape of Xo(t) for inverted time 1 0 :
h(t) = x 0 ( - t )

(9.14)

This means that for the input signal
yoW = xo(t) + n 0 (t)

(9.15)

the following quadratic cost function is a minimum:
T/2
ƒ"
-T/2

{Уі(0 - x«(t)} 2 dt

(9.16)

Ill
Τ is the observation time of the signal and y^t) is the filter output:
T/2
(t)

Yl

= XjCt) + іцМ =

у 0 (т) h(t - r) dr

j

(9.17)

-T/2

When y^t) is written in the form of (9.6) then it can be seen that (9.17) is
exactly Τ times the sum of the autocorrelation function of x n (t) and the crosscorrelation function between x 0 (t) and n 0 (t), integrated over T:
yiW =

T/2

T/2

/ х«(т) х„(т — t) dt +

j

-T/2

η 0 (τ) χ 0 (τ — t) άτ

(9.18)

-T/2

The first term has its maximum value at t = 0. The SNR at the moment
of maximum correlation can now be calculated. One must be aware that we have
calculated a filter response that optimizes the SNR, in order to distinguish this
matched filter from other types of optimum filters, matched on the basis of
other criteria.
Assuming that the signal has a bandwidth 2W and a duration of Τ seconds
we will calculate the SNR at the filter output (SNR^ for t = 0. With the
assumption that the noise has a uniform power density spectrum between — W
and + W we may write for the energy per unit bandwidth:
T/2
ND

=

2W /

-t/2

T/2
n

2

« (t)dtandS0=-^ f

x02(t) dt

(9.19

-t/2

Then we can write
E { C v v 2 (0)T>
(2W . S n ) 2
Sn
!
(1 0
SNR. = —
- = —
— - = —(9 20)
3 i N J 4
(
E {Cx 0 n fl 2 (0) T }
(2WSn) (2WN 0 )
Nn
^ >
All energy of the signal is collected at t — 0 by the filtering process. The
denominator of (9.20) has been calculated by observing that the sum of independ
ent Gaussian variables is again a Gaussian variable u . The above calculations are
also of course applicable when the signal x 0 (t) is shifted over a delay of t 0 seconds,
so that yi(t) has its maximum for t = t 0 .
4.

Detection

The quality of a detection procedure can be expressed in terms of statistical
errors in the signals or measurements. The threshold in a binary detection system
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is mostly compared with the logarithm of the ratio of weighted a priori proba
12
bilities of signal and noise (Bayes criterion), the likelihood ratio . For the case
of the detection of a known signal Xo(t) (see preceding section) in the midst of
white Gaussian noise n 0 (t) the likelihood ratio may be written as
T/2
J Уо (t) Xo (t — to) dt
-T/2
So.
2 N 0 exp
N«

L (Уо) = exp

(9.21)

When the arrival of the known signal x 0 (t—1 0 ) has to be estimated, then the
optimum detection appears to utilize the computation of the maximum of L(y 0 ):
the maximum likelihood ratio. From (9.21), it can be seen that L has a maximum
for a maximal integral. The integral is, see (9.18), just the output of the SNRmatched filter with response x 0 (—t). When one wants to estimate continuously
the arrival of the signals x 0 (t—t k ) it is thus sufficient to measure the maxima
of the optimally filtered signal yo(t).
Fourier transformation, power spectrum
For discrete signals, the Fourier transform is defined as
Y, =

N—1

Σ Xk exp. (—2.-Tjik/N)
к о
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i = 0,1,... Ν—1

(9.22)

This expression is also called the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
With a recently published computation method, the fast Fourier transform
(FFT), it is often much faster to perform a digital convolution process in the
frequency domain instead of in the time domain. The power spectrum for discrete
signals can be computed either from (9.22) of from (9.6).
For the sampled correlation function the power spectrum becomes 1 4 :
Ν—1

G¡ = Ατ C(0) + 2 Σ
k= l

Cfk./IT) cos-

N

+ C(N . Ατ) cos ia

(9.23)

where the correlation function (9.6) has been sampled for τ = 0, Ατ, 2Ατ,...
ΝΑτ.
6. Coherent averaging
The SNR of signals composed of a consistent and recurrent waveform em
bedded in additive noise can be improved, using coherent averaging techniques.
In case of a purely independent disturbance it can be shown that the SNR im-
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proves linearly with the number of averaged waveforms
for the signal

15

. The original SNR

y(t) = x(t) + n(t)

(9.24)

can be written at t = t 0
E{x 2 (t = tp)}

SNR0

= ,E{n2(t)}
-t^4 -

E{x 2 (t n )}
_
= t n»(t)
¡í; "

=

( 9 · 25 )

x(t) itself is a signal with a waveform w(t) which recurs at the instants of
occurrence of the point events in the series <p(t), so that
x(t) = <r(t) * w(t)
The minimal interpulse distance of φ(ι), Т ^ , is normally longer than the
duration of w(t), defined for Τ seconds.
The coherent averaging procedure can be written with (9.1) or (9.6) respecti
vely as a summation or averaging procedure. (9.1) with (9.24) yields for finite
time:
w* (t) = cr(t) * y(—t)
= 9»(t) * x(—t) + <p(t) * n(—t)
= x* (t) + n* (t)

(9.26)
u

The new SNR is then for N added waveforms ·.
S N R l

-

E {n«(t)} -

Ν E {n*(t)> -

N

S N R f t

(9

-27)

From (9.27) the improvement, proportional with the number of averaged
signals, can be seen.
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STELLINGEN

I
Een bruikbare maat voor de irregulariteit in een reeks van N opeenvolgende
hartslagintervallen van duur T, (i = 1,2,
N) is de hoek tussen de vectoren
Τ = (Τ,, Τ,, Т,„
Τ Ν ) en E = (1,, I * 1 „
lx).
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk VII en V i l i .

II
Indien de constructie van hulpsignalen hj en h., voor polariteitscorrelatoren ge
baseerd wordt op rademacher functies r, verdienen gewichtsfactoren a, die zich
verhouden als a,/a,. ( = 2 de voorkeur
η

η

(h1 = 2' a.r.,, j en h., = 2' a.r.,,).
l

l

J. B. H. Peek, proefsclirift 1967, Eindhoven.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk VIII.

III
Het ontbreken van de T-golf in abdominale foetale eiectrocardiogrammen kan
verklaard worden uit het capacitief gedrag van het weefsel tusren het foetaal
hart en de meetplaatsen.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk II.

IV
Detectie van gestoorde quasi-periodiek voorkor-.ende signaalcomplexen, van korte
duur ten opzichte л'ап de gemiddelde periodelengte en met gemiddelde waarde
gelijk aan nul, is mogelijk met een gelijkrichter en een correlator.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk VI.

ν
Voor de meting van electrocardiogrammen tijdens fysieke inspanning is het
gunstiger om een nieuw stelsel afleidplaatsen te gebruiken dan om cohaerente
middelingstechnieken toe te passen op de standaardafleidingen. De matrix voor
de transformatie van de nieuwe ECG's naar standaard ECG's is per individu
verschillend.

VI
Het model opgesteld door Warner, Cox en Russell dat de invloeden van vagus
en sympathicus op de hartslagfrcquentie beschrijft is door de vele vrijheidsgraden
bij de huidige meetmogelijkheden oncontroleerbaar.
H.
17
H.
24

R. Warner en A. Cox, J. Appi. Physiol.
(1962) 349.
R VÎ'arner en R. O. Russell, Cire. Res.
(1969) 567.

И
Het begrip over de werking der hersenen neemt niet toe als bij een wiskundige
beschrijving, gebaseerd op signalen vanaf de hersenschors, een fysiologische
interpretatie ontbreekt.
H. Spekreyse, proefschrift 1966, Amsterdam.
A. Rémond, EEG Journal 26 (1969) 350.

vin
Inter- en intra individuele variabiliteit bemoeilijken het stellen van een diagnose.
Na het vastleggen van iedere patient in een ¿gen standaard is de digitale rekenmachine van onmisbaar nut bij patientenbev/aking en bevolk-'ngsonderzoek.

TX
In de ultrageluidsdiagnostiek verdient het gebruik van electronische aftastmethoden de voorkeur boven mechanische aftasttechnieken.
J. C. Somer, Ultrasonics 6 (1968) 153.

χ
Rationalisatie en operationele besliskunde ten behoeve van de Nederlandse zie
kenhuizen zullen op den duur leiden tot een minder snel stijgen van de verpleegpnjzen. Een systematisch onder/огк hiernaar is te veelomvattend voor één
ziekenhuis
J H van Bemmcl, Computers in European
Hospitals, 1967

XI
De vermeende zelfstandigheid van de — door rekenautomaten vergrote —
machten in wetenschap, techniek en organisatie is een gevolg van de onmondigheid en onzelfstandigheid die de mens zichzelf aandoet.
H

van Riessen, Mondigheid en Machten, 1967

XTI
Aan futurologische uitspraken van beoefenaars van wetenschap wordt vaak ten
onrechte dezelfde waarde gehecht als aan hun wetenschappelijke beweringen.

J H van Bemmel

2 oktober 1969

